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www.sweatybetty.com • 30 boutiques nationwide • call 020 7751 0591

Merino Wool features in the
Sweaty Betty Run Statement line.

Offering natural, sustainable
and highly technical benefits,

Merino Wool adds both style and
performance to your run.

No finer combination
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Mary Comber, Editor

Editor’s
letter

D
o you love Christmas but hate the stress? In this issue
of H&F, you’ll find the solutions you need to stay
happy, healthy and slim all the way through to the
new year.

Want to dazzle at the office party? Turn to ‘Get
little-black-dress gorgeous’ (page 104) for a last-minute workout that
will see you sleek and toned by Christmas. You can wear your
dream dress! Team your workout with ‘4 moves for sexy legs’ (page
102) to really make a lasting impression.

Ensure you’re fizzing with energy to enjoy the festivities – and
ward off those winter bugs – by priming your body beforehand with
the expert tips in ‘Your festive survival plan’ (page 62). From boosting
your sleep bank to doing a quick pretox diet, our easy eight-step
guide will keep you at your peak.

Stuck for gift ideas? We’ve scoured the shops so you don’t have
to. Find our handpicked edit in ‘Your bumper xmas gift guide’ (page
56). We guarantee you’ll want to keep a few treats for yourself!

Happy, healthy Christmas.

Our gorgeous staff writer
Siân and her hubby Kyle
on their wedding day. Huge
congrats! Photography:
fanniwilliams.com

ED’S TIP

This month

Designer Laura has
a go at off-roading
on a Segway. Not
as easy as it looks!

ED’S TIP

Art ed Claire
brushed up on
her running
technique with
Paralympian
Sophia Warner
at the Secret
Skechers
Run with
Virgin Acitve.

Sweet treat
Can’t resist those Christmas

chocolates? Protect your
teeth by nibbling on

strawberries. They contain
fluoride, which defends and
strengthens your teeth from

sugar. For more tips, see
pages 63-66.
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To push your workout to the limit, you need headphones that can keep up.

Compatible with your iPhone or iPod, Bose® SIE2i sport headphones are engineered

for exercise, offering acclaimed Bose sound, sweat- and weather-resistance, a comfortably

secure fit and an exclusive Reebok® fitness armband. Also available as audio-only heapdhones.

You demand more from your workout – shouldn’t you demand more from your headphones, too?

Visit Bose.co.uk or go to your local authorised dealer

Bose® SIE2i sport
headphones Includes exclusive fitness armband

ENGINEERED
FOR EXERCISE.

TM

©2012 Bose Corporation. Compatible devices include the iPhone 4, iPhone 3GS, iPod touch (2nd generation), iPod nano (4th and 5th generation), iPod shuffle (3rd generation),
120GB and 160GB iPod classic, MacBook (unibody), MacBook Pro and iPad. REEBOK is a registered trademark and service mark of Reebok International Limited.
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About you
Revealing read
I’ve recently subscribed to
H&F and enjoy reading it on
my iPad. I want to say how
brilliant the article ‘Beat
your Inner Diet Chimp’ was
in the November issue.
After years of trying to
understand why I can’t
stick to a diet, this article
was a revelation. I was so
impressed, I bought the
book, The Chimp Paradox
(Vermilion, £11.99), which
is fantastic. I now understand that I can’t change the nature
of my inner chimp, but I can take responsibility for
managing it. Thank you!

Shirley Haines, via email

Model chef
I was lucky enough to model
for your magazine in the
October and November
issues. I was thrilled with
the pictures and I hope your
readers like them, too.

I just wanted write in and
say I loved your Apple Cake
recipe in the October issue.
I’ve been experimenting with
sugar-free baking and have
been using honey and maple
syrup as an alternative to
sugar. I thought adding grated
fruit was a fresh idea. I’ve
posted pictures of the final

result on my blog at
TheModelFoodie.com.

Please keep the sweet
ideas coming. It helps to
keep us all on track.

Bailee Roberts, via email

Forget diets
I’ve struggled to lose weight
through slimming clubs, so
decided to avoid counting
calories and lead a healthy
lifestyle instead. Without
being on a ‘diet’ or being
told what I can and can’t eat,
it’s much easier to stick to
and the weight is coming
off. Plus, H&F keeps me
motivated and on track. Who
needs slimming clubs?

Lianna Bartle, via email

Taking control of
your diet, and
sugar-free baking

WRITE IN AND WIN!
This month Shirley wins this

fabulous Trilogy skincare duo,

worth £46.50. The Trilogy Rosehip

Oil Antioxidant+ serum can be

used directly on clean skin or with

your favourite moisturiser to

protect your skin in winter, while

the Everything Balm is perfect for

moisturising dry skin

anywhere

on your

body. Visit

trilogyproducts.

com for more

information.

TAKE PART Inspire others by sending your fitness stories, training advice and event pictures

to us at hf_letters@dennis.co.uk or talk to us and other readers at facebook.com/HandFMagazine

Reader poll
Which spa treatment do you like
the most?
Facial

Sports massage

Indian head massage

Manicure

Hot stone massage

20%

10%

20%

50%

Thismonth’s reader poll question:
What factors affect your food choices?
To take part, please go to
facebook.com/HandFMagazine
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TALK TO US!We love hearing from you.Send an email to hf_letters@dennis.co.uk or write toH&F, Dennis Publishing Ltd,30 Cleveland Street,
LondonW1T 4JD.
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Do you want to try yoga but don’t know where to
start? Or are you looking for an easy way to tone
up and boost your health? The Health & Fitness
Shape up with Yoga MagBook is now available.
This fully-illustrated book offers all the tuition
you need to practise yoga, whatever your level
of fitness. Written by a qualified yoga instructor,
the step-by-step bible leads you through the
essential techniques and postures you need
to create a daily practice. Plus, you’ll find a
six-week beginner’s plan and tailored yoga
sessions to suit your goals, whether you want
to energise, de-stress, burn fat or advance your
skills. Start today and discover a healthy, happy,

slim new you! Shape up with Yoga is
available at WHSmith and online at
magbooks.com for £6.96.

MUST READ!
The ultimate
guide to yoga

sult on my blog at

TONE
UP THIS
WINTER

ng Balm is perfect for

dry skin
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hot topic

sport back to the incredible forefront it
experienced in 2012. Sue Tibballs, WSFF
Chief Executive says this December, they are
launching a campaign designed to ensure the
inspirational effect doesn’t fade away.
A post-Games poll by Ipsos Mori for WSFF
found the inspirational effect was particularly
strong in young women, with 41 per cent of
16-34-year-olds agreeing they’ve been

inspired to be more active. Twenty six per
cent of women over 35 said the same.

Will things change?
‘Inspiring women is crucial – as currently only
20 per cent of women are active enough to
benefit their health,’ she said. ‘Women’s sport
suffers from a lack of investment and low
media profile – these factors contribute to
the dramatic gaps in participation rates that
we see between men and women.’
She points out that women’s sport currently
receives less than five per cent of the total
sports press coverage, but 61 per cent of
sports fans say they want to see more
women’s sport on TV. For every 53 articles
written about sporting men, there is one
about a woman. Meanwhile, sportswomen
receive just 0.5% of the total sponsorship
income into sport – a shockingly low figure.
Let’s hope the WSFF’s campaign will help
consign the likes of last year’s BBC Sports
Personality of the Year debacle to history. The
controversial shortlist was devoid of women,
despite the incredible achievements of
the likes of ironman champion Chrissie
Wellington – make sure you vote this year!

T
his year, women’s sport finally
came out of the shadows and
slap bang into the centre of
our television schedules and
news pages in a spectacular

gold-medal fizz, the likes of which has never
been seen before.
Taekwondo, boxing, cycling, hockey,
swimming, judo and equestrian – the
Olympics and Paralympics provided a
gratifying feast of female sporting role
models. They were winning and they were
sharing coverage and prominence. Suddenly
women were interested in sport – both as
spectators and participants.

Back to the norm
Now TV coverage seems to have reverted
to the usual football. When you open up the
sports pages, women are almost invisible
– unless they’re snapped wearing a sexy
outfit or a WAG on the arm of a super-rich
footballer. We’re back to blanket coverage of
Premier League football, cricket, motor sports
and rugby. Once again the sports pages and
TV and radio sports channels are of little
interest to half the population.
Meanwhile, we learn from the Women’s
Sports and Fitness Foundation (WSFF; wsff.
org.uk) that less than one in five women
do enough physical activity to benefit their
health, but nearly 12 million UK women say
they want to be more active.

Women need sports role models
Indeed, girls leave school only half as likely to
meet recommended activity levels as boys,
and 51 per cent of girls say their experiences
of school sport and PE put them off being
active. But, and here’s the crucial statistic, 61
per cent say watching women win medals
would inspire them to be more active.
We need a game changer to bring women’s

Got an opinion? Have your say on
our Facebook site, facebook.com/
HandFMagazine.

Tell us what
you think

Why is sports coverage still so male
dominated – and what can we do about it?

INSPIRING WOMEN
AND HOW TO GET

INTO THEIR SPORT…
Did watching these women compete
make you itch to try their sport? If so,
check out the relevant governing body
and get going now!

■ Chrissie Wellington, triathlete
triathlon.org
■ Ellie Simmonds, swimmer
swimming.org
■ Katherine Grainger, rower
britishrowing.org
■ Victoria Pendleton, cyclist
britishcycling.org.uk
■ Jade Jones, taekwondo participant
britishtaekwondo.org.uk
■ Jessica Ennis, athlete uka.org.uk
■ Kate Walsh, hockey player
englandhockey.co.uk
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Half of girls are
put off sport

when at school

We’re talking about...

Women
and sport

Double Sculls
gold medallists
Katherine Grainger
and Anna Watkins

Bring back Olympics
sports-watching fever!
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Whether you are looking to support all-round vitality, sport and fitness, or maintain health over 50
and beyond, the award-winning Vitabiotics Wellwoman® range offers sensible, balanced formulae.
With 40 years’experience, there’s no women’s supplement range more relied on than Vitabiotics.

The UK’s No. 1 supplements for women’s health

Shouldn’t
every woman

be a ?

Wellwoman supports

From , Superdrug, Holland & Barrett,
Lloydspharmacy, GNC, supermarkets, health stores,
independent pharmacies & www.vitabiotics.com
Vitamin supplements may benefit those with nutritionally inadequate diets.
† Professor Beckett is not cited in the capacity of a health professional,
but as a product inventor and former Chairman of Vitabiotics.A
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Need advice?
Ask the stain removal experts:

Beverly Hills Formula is delighted to announce that their Total Protection Whitening toothpaste is
proven to be less abrasive than some other leading brands of both whitening and regular toothpastes

www.beverlyhillsformula.com info@beverlyhillsformula.com

We’re confident you’ll love
Beverly Hills Formula toothpaste

we offer 100% money back guarantee
*see back of the toothpaste carton for information on money back guarantee

Prove it to
Yourself -

Whiter Teeth
in 1 Minute

just leave toothpaste on teeth for
up to 1 minute before brushing

we offer 100% money back guarantee
*see back of the toothpaste carton for information on money back guarantee
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Swim watch
We’re loving this...
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Track your pace, distance
and time in the pool

Garmin Swim, £129.99
Slip this slim watch onto your wrist before hitting the
pool to monitor your progress. It automatically tracks
your stroke type, stroke count, distance, pace and
lengths. Simply input the length of the pool you’re
swimming in and dive straight in. At the end of your
workout, upload your swim data to Garmin Connect
(connect.garmin.com), for free online analysis. If
you’re training for a triathlon, for instance, you can
easily make sure you’re covering enough distance
in the water each session, while you concentrate
on your technique; garmin.com/swim

Health&Fitness 13
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Available at

CONTAINS

Attain your best results ever by getting more out of your training
with the support of Hydroxycut Advanced. With green coffee extract,
a well-researched ingredient, plus caffeine1 to help boost your
focus, Hydroxycut Advanced works as hard as you do to help you get
better results from your diet and training plan. Get your best results
ever with the help of Hydroxycut Advanced.

� Contains green coffee extract

� Contains caffeine and B-Vitamins

� Delivered in easy-to-use rapid-release caplets

Achieve the
RESULTS
You’ve Always Wanted

1Caffeine increases alertness and attention.
Read labels before use. All trademarks are owned by their respective trademark owners and are used with permission. © 2012WorldMags.netWorldMags.net
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TAKE CARE
WITH
ZUMBA
We’ve all gone
crazy for Zumba,
but the new
fitness trend seems to
be causing a worrying
number of injuries,
particularly to ankles.
According to neurologist
Dr Orly Avitzur, many people
are injuring themselves due
to poor technique. She
recommends ensuring your
hips, knees, ankles and
feet are in line, and
wearing dance shoes.
Zumba is a great way to keep fit,
but as with any exercise, use
the right kit and don’t overdo it!

Fitness news p17
Get fit, save time p18

Treadmill training plans p20
Be the stair master p22
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be next-to-impossible for them to complete
of women think that it would

a 100m sprint without stopping.*

FITNESS BULLETIN

➜ADVENTURE TIME
If you want to try new sports and
adventures, log on to 8th Day
Adventure (8thdayadventure.co.uk)
and get going. The club organises
fun events and trips, including
sailing, mountain biking, fencing,
trampolining, skiing and caving.
Membership costs £14 a month.

➜BIKE RACE INSPIRATION
The World’s Ultimate Cycling
Races (Collins; £20) is packed with
details about 300 of the best events
and races in the world for both pros
and amateurs. Whether you simply
want to watch next year’s Tour de
France or fancy taking part in the
Race Across America, this book has
all the inspiration you need.

➜TAKE A DEEP BREATH
Do you get frustrated at getting out
of breath easily? Try Respibelt to
help train your breathing and chest
muscles. Fix it to the required tension
around your lower chest and exercise
as normal. It can improve your
breathing efficiency, running
economy and help with asthma, too.
Mo Farah used one in the run-up
to the Olympics so it may just give
you the edge you need. (£59.99;
respibelt.com)

Has that post-Olympic inspiration to
get fit worn off? According
to personal trainer Neilon
Pitamber (neilon.co.uk),
there are 10 reasons we
regularly use to stay away
from the gym. ‘I don’t have
enough time’ tops the list,
but if you’ve got 30minutes to watch
TV, you’ve got time to exercise. Another
popular get-out line is ‘I can’t afford it’
– but running and cycling are free once
you have some basic kit, and you can
get gyms deals for less than £20 a
month. If you’re excuse of choice is ‘I’m
too tired’, remember that being out of
shape canmake you feel tired, so
combat this by getting moving!

Do Pilates classes in the comfort of your
own home with Pilatesod.com. The site
provides video classes for all levels, with new
classes added regularly, so whether you’re
a busy mum or a business traveller, choose
an unlimited number of classes you’d like
to try and do them when you want,
all for £12.95 a month. Just log on

and sign up.

FITNESS
news

WEB
WORKOUT

No excuse!

Stop frost-bite this winter with the new
Basic gloves from Asics. They’ll keep your

hands toasty, wicking moisture when
necessary. The reflective ASICS logo

on each hand will also help keep you visible
on dark winter nights. Get yours now for

just £12; asics.co.uk.

Winter warmers

‘I’m sure there are
women who never
have to worry about
what they eat. But
I do. I exercise and
hike a lot. My mom
and I hike at least
three times a week.’
Charlize Theron
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Work out in
half the time!

I
t sounds too good to be true, but
you can get amazing results in the
gym with a couple of high-intensity
sessions a week, it seems. Long,
moderate-intensity workouts

are now out the window, thanks to
a new breed of short, sharp, high-
intensity bouts of exercise.
The latest arrival is GRIT, 30-minute
high-intensity interval training (HIIT)
classes. ‘HIIT has been scientifically
proven to provide better results
than any other type of training, in
much less time,’ says Tom Eastham,
Fitness First’s Personal Trainer
of the Year and GRIT trainer.
‘You alternate between bursts
of fast and slow exercise, or high
and low intensity, taking your
heart rate up to more than 75 per
cent (your anaerobic zone), before
having a short rest period and
letting your body recover.’

PROVEN RESULTS
And it works. A recent Canadian
study found that doing 10,
one-minute sprints on a standard
stationary bike with a one-minute
rest in between, three times a week,
worked just as well in improving
fitness as hours of conventional
long-term moderate biking did, while
also reducing risk of heart attack,
stroke and diabetes.
But HIIT is a challenge – you need
willpower – which is where group classes
such as GRIT come in. ‘It’s very hard to push
yourself to those limits on your own,’ says
Eastham. Sessions are just 30 minutes long
and, because you’re in a small group, you
get lots of encouragement and attention
from the instructor, helping you to safely
push your body out of its comfort zone.
‘You may feel sick and your muscles may
burn like crazy, but that’s because you’re
pushing your body’s cardiovascular and
metabolic systems to the limit,’ he says.
The ‘no pain, no gain’ principle is back!

Ditch your hour-long gym workouts – you
can get better results in just half the time,
according to the latest fitness trend GRIT
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THE GRIT FACTOR
GRIT workouts are from the creators of
BodyPump and BodyCombat. There are
three GRIT classes that work your body in
different ways, and they’re designed for you
to do once or twice a week as part of your
training regime.
GRIT Strength uses barbells, plates and
a bench to help build and tone muscle
and boost your metabolism. GRIT Plyo
uses the principles of plyometrics (explosive
jumping exercises) to build power, increase
speed, leg strength and agility. It also
increases muscular endurance, helping
your stamina. GRIT Cardio uses your own

bodyweight and high-impact exercises
for maximum calorie burn.
Not only will these 30-minute sessions
boost your fitness levels, they’ll also strip
fat, even after your workout has finished,
because they increase your lean muscle
mass and rev up your metabolism. Research
shows that HIIT allows you to continue
burning calories for up to 72 hours post-
workout. Research on GRIT participants
found their levels of triglycerides (a type of
blood fat) fell by 15 per cent in six weeks
of training with just two classes per week
– indicating that they pushed their
metabolism into overdrive. They also

increased their strength and reduced their
overall body fat by eight per cent.
GRIT may be intense, but the classes are
designed to suit all levels. ‘If you’re starting
from a more basic level of fitness, don’t
worry,’ says Eastham. ‘There are options to
adapt each move, and you’re there to push
yourself to your own level of fitness.
Although you should be working as hard as
you can, the key is to listen to your body and
do what pushes you personally to the edge.
It’s the only way you can get results, plus if
you’re expecting to cut your exercise down
to 30 minutes and still get results, you need
to give it your all!’

Cardio
SQUAT WITH OVERHEAD
PRESS AND JUMP
Benefits: A whole-body move to
blast heart rate and metabolism.

Reps: 45 seconds, followed
by a 60-second rest
Sets: 3
How to do it: Stand in front of a
step, with your feet shoulder-width
apart, weight in your heels and

holding a weight plate at chest
level (a). Keeping good form and
maintaining control, lower into a
squat, bringing your elbows close to
your thighs (b). From here, extend
back up to standing, as you press the

weight overhead (c). Lower the
weight back to chest level, as you
bend your knees and lower into a
half-squat position (d), then jump up
(e) and onto the bench, landing softly
on the balls of both feet (f).

Plyo
SUMO PLYO SQUAT
Benefits: Boosts metabolism.
Time: 45 seconds, followed by
a 60-second rest
Sets: 3
How to do it: Stand with your feet
shoulder-width apart and hands by
your sides (a). Lower into a squat,
keeping your knees behind your
toes (b). Explode up off the ground,
jumping as high as you can (c), then
land on the step in a sumo squat,
feet wide and turned out 45o (d).
Jump back to standing.

Strength
SQUAT WITH
FORWARD RAISE
Benefits: A compound exercise
for your upper and lower body
that builds muscle and raises
your heart rate.
Time: 45 seconds, followed
by a 45-second rest
Sets: 3

How to do it: Stand with your
arms at your sides, feet shoulder-
width apart, weight on your heels
and a dumbbell in each hand (a).
Sit back and down (as if a chair
is behind you) while raising the
weights out in front of you. Keep
your palms facing down and your
back extended and straight (b).
Finally, return to standing and
lower the weights.

Give it a go! To get an idea of what a GRIT workout feels like, here’s one exercise from each of the three classes

c

c

d

d e f
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Treadmills come
into their own in

winter when stepping outside is
chilly, often dark and sometimes
treacherous. Make it into the
warm, light, buzzing gym and,
with the touch of a button, you
can take on steep hills at will, train at
a 50-minute 10K pace, keep track of
exactly how far you’ve gone or try
interval training, for example. Domy
four workouts below and help keep your
training varied and appealing this winter.

Try Lucy
Wyndham-
Read’s winter

treadmill
workouts
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Lucy Wyndham-Read is the author of The No Gym Workout
designed to motivate busy women and get results fast. Lucy
produces women’s fitness albums and apps from running
workouts to postnatal plans. Visit lwrfitness.com.

TIME STYLE INTENSITY LEVEL (1-3) INCLINE

0-2 minutes Moderate pace. Focus on
taking several deep breaths

2 None

2-3 minutes Moderate pace. Walk with
perfect upper-body posture

2.5 None

3-5 minutes Increase pace slightly and take
longer strides

3 None

5-8 minutes Moderate pace. Breathe deeply 2.5 None

8-10
minutes

Moderate pace. Focus on
good posture

2.5 None

10-12
minutes

Increase pace. Take longer
strides

3 None

12-15
minutes

Moderate pace. Focus on good
posture

2.5 None

15-MINUTE POSTURE WORKOUT

THE INTERVAL WORKOUT
Vary your speed to challenge your heart
and lungs, and use themachine to keep track
of the pace you’re doing.
Benefits: You’ll quickly increase your speed
and stamina. It’ll also help you lose weight
and tone up.
How to do it: Push yourself to different
intensities from 1-3 – imagine 2 is moderate,
2.5 is intense and 3 is very hard. Add this
two-minute interval routine to your treadmill
workout. Do 60 seconds at intensity 2, then
40 seconds at intensity 2.5, then 10 seconds at
intensity 3, then 10 seconds at intensity
2.5. Do two sets of twominutes consecutively
and try to do at least three repetitions
with a one-minute break in between.

THE HILL-TRAINING
WORKOUT
Use the incline function to simulate
running uphill. Being in control of
when you climb and how steep the

slope is will help you to get themost out
of your workout.
Benefits: Strengthens and tones your lower
body, quickens your stride, expands your
stride length and helps to develop your
cardiovascular system.
How to do it: Start at 1% incline and go up by
1% every 20 seconds until you get to a 12%
incline, then come straight back down to 1%
for oneminute. Then push the incline straight
back up to 12%, and reduce it by 1% every 20
seconds. Then recover on the flat at a low
speed for oneminute. Repeat the above, but
just go up to 10%.
As you get stronger, you can then keep
repeating it, going as far as 8% incline straight
after 10%, then 6% and finish on 4%.

THE DISTANCE WORKOUT
Complete 100K during December. This is a
great incentive for you to keep training over
the festive period. Don’t be daunted, one 10K
session will make a big dent in the target.
Benefits: It’ll increase your cardio capacity
and boost your fitness, helping you keep trim
over Christmas.
How to do it: Do a total of 25K per week,
by doing, for example, 3K on aMonday,
5K on aWednesday, 7K on a Friday and
10K on a Sunday.

DON’T FALLVICTIM TOthe habit of ploddingalong at the samespeed for the sameamount of time eachsession – you won’timprove.

THE POSTURE WORKOUT
If you don’t feel like going flat-out, do a slower
session where you concentrate on technique,
posture and alignment. Improve your posture
and the rest should improve too – imagine
someone has dropped an ice cube down your
back, so you run tall and straight. Work out by
a mirror so you can check your posture. Do the
15-minute workout in the table (above, right)
– twice if you have time.
Benefits: You’ll reduce stress and tension in your
back and shoulders and tightness in your hip
flexors. You’ll also increase hip flexibility.

Get better results from your workout’ online gives you all the advice you need for getting the most out of cardio
equipment at the gym. Visit tinyurl.com/Hfbetterresults
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Medjools are rich in fibre, virtually
fat-free and a natural energy boost
Scan here for more information on Medjool’s health
benefits and usage tips or visit medjool.co.uk

Deliciously sweet, entirely natural

The perfect date
MedjoolMedjool
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STRENGTHEN
WITH STAIRS

10-minute tone-up

I
s the weather too cold for you to bear
leaving the house to head to the gym
or go for your daily run? No worries,
with our 10-minute tone-up, you can

stay indoors and work your body using
nothing but your stairs – and no, you
won’t just be running up and down them!
Here are four moves to help tone and
strengthen different areas of your body.

HOW TO DO IT
Warm up by jogging on the spot and
gently punching your arms overhead.
Once your muscles feel loose and your
heart rate has increased, do the following
exercises in order, without resting. After
each circuit, rest for one minute to let
your muscles recover. Then, if you can,
repeat the circuit twice more. Your body
will be toned, strengthened and sculpted
without you even leaving the house.

1. Alternating
step-ups
Works: Glutes, hamstrings
and quads
Reps: 10 each leg

Stand six inches in front of your
bottom step. Step onto the stair
with your left leg, making sure
your foot’s flat (a). Lean forward
slightly and push yourself up through
the heel of your left foot so your right
leg comes up and place it on the stair
(b). Step down with your right leg
under control. Repeat the same
sequence, leading with your right leg.

Do this
routine threetimes a weekto tone yourlegs and abs.

Skip the gym and work
up a sweat at home
using your staircase
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2. Calf raises
Works: Calves, bottom
and core
Reps: 10

Stand on the balls of your feet on
the first step, heels down (a).
Tighten your abdominal muscles,
stand up straight and bend your
knees slightly, then push up through
the balls of your feet and lift your
heels as high as possible (b). Hold
for three seconds. Lower to the
start position.

3. Hindu squats
Works: Calves, thighs, lower
back, chest
Reps: 5

Stand in front of the stairs with your
feet shoulder-width apart and your
arms extended out from your chest,
parallel to the floor. Breathe deeply
and lift onto your tiptoes (a). Then,
keeping your back straight, lower
your body by bending your knees (b).
Lower until your thighs are parallel
to the floor, pause, then hold for 10
seconds. Lower more until you’re in
a deep squat and your bottom is an
inch above your heels. Pause for two
seconds, then slowly straighten your
legs in two, 10-second increments
until you’re back to the start position.

4. Abs toe tap
Works: Abdominal muscles
Reps: 10 each leg

Lie on your back in front of the
bottom step with your arms next to
your sides and your palms facing
the floor. Lift your legs and bend
your knees so they’re at a 90° angle
(a). Keeping your back straight and
abs engaged, slowly lower your left
foot to the stair (b). Tap lightly, then
pull your leg back up to the starting
position and repeat with your
right leg.

Keep your legsengaged, bellydrawn in andshouldersdrawn back.
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LOVE YOUR LUNGS
Here’s another reason to eat
your five-a-day. Researchers
at the University of British
Columbia have found a diet rich in vitamin C
may reduce the harmful effects of air pollution
for people suffering asthma or chronic lung
disease. Antioxidants in fruit and veg may help
protect your body from harmful free radicals
that can form when pollution enters the lungs.
Remember to get your daily dose of vitamin C
– try citrus fruits such as oranges and dark green
vegetables such as broccoli for the best sources.
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Work with Work with 
the bestthe best

with a new
career in

diet & fitness

Changing career from a lawyer Changing career from a lawyer 
to a Rosemary Conley Franchisee to a Rosemary Conley Franchisee 
has given me the fun factor that I has given me the fun factor that I 

had been missing beforehad been missing before
Pictured, Rachel Rowling, Franchisee for Dewsbury.Pictured, Rachel Rowling, Franchisee for Dewsbury.

OPEN DAYS
Come and meet Rosemary and the team to
talk through this rewarding opportunity!
Call Heather to book your place and to
receive your prospectus and free DVD.
www.rosemaryconley.com

NEXT OPEN DAY DATE
25th January 2013
Contact Heather on:

01509 622 005
heather.shaw@rosemaryconley.comFREEDVD

ROSEMARY CONLEY CBE
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DIET BULLETIN
➜ LOVE IT OR HATE IT…
Here’s another reason for Marmite
lovers to celebrate. Scientists from
Oregon State University have found
that vitamin B3, found in Marmite,
can massively boost your immune
system to fight bugs. The nutrition-
packed spread also helps maintain
a healthy nervous system, supports
your digestion and helps keep you
eyes, hair, skin, mouth and liver in
good health. Wow!

➜ WHEY TO GO
It looks as though whey power can
be good for the older generation as
well as gym enthusiasts. Sports
nutritionist for the Royal Society of
Medicine, James Collins, says whey
protein can be useful for older
people, who lose muscle mass
through ageing. He says they could
take a daily dose of 25g in shake
or supplement form. Good-quality
products contain less than 15g
carbohydrate per serving and use
stevia or other natural sweeteners.

➜ KNOW YOUR FOOD
Reading labels on food products
could help you stay slim, according
to a new study by the University of
Santiago de Compostela. Researchers
found those who considered the
information on food packets, such
as calorie intake and fat content, on
average weighed nearly 4kg less
than those who paid no attention.
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Get a helping hand in the kitchen
this festive season, and avoid the
perils of the supermarket by
ordering one of Hello Fresh’s
award-winning luxury Christmas
Dinner home-cooking kits. Included
is everything from a luxury prawn

cocktail starter, an award-
winning Free Range Bronze
Copas Traditional turkey,
handmade mince pies and a
cheese board, plus heaps more.
A box for four to six people costs
£155 at hellofresh.co.uk.

Good things come
in small packages
Eating the seedlings of green vegetables
and herbs could be more beneficial than
eating their fully-grown counterparts.
New research published in The Journal
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry shows
micro-greens, harvested around 15 days
after germination, generally have a more
concentrated dose of healthy vitamins
and carotenoids (which aid your immune
system). Eat the micro-green versions of
any lettuce, salad green or herb. Grow your
ownmicro-leaf collection, including broccoli
and leaf celery, £10.15; marshalls-seeds.co.uk.

Bananas are the most commonly

56% of women.
consumed fruit, eaten by

HAPPY HAMPER

Containing around
95 calories, they’re

FOOD
news

a great source of
slow-release energy.

yy

dd
ee

REPORTED!
‘I really love snacks,
but I pick healthier
options, such as
veggies and
houmous, tangerines
or popchips.’
Katy Perry
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NO-GUILT
nibbles

Try making delicious, healthy,
figure-friendly food this festive season

G
ive the gift of good health this
Christmas, by inviting your
friends and family over for
a super healthy soirée! You
might think it’s hard to lure

your guests with vegetable crudités and
non-alcoholic punch rather than pigs in
blankets and boozy mulled wine, but we’ve
found a selection of ideas that are both
healthy and delicious. And, when the
festivities are over, your guests’
waistlines will thank you for it.
Get creative in the kitchen with
flavours, colours and textures

to make your get-
together one
to remember.
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Turkey baubles
by Michael Kelly,
nutritional chef

Serve these bite-sizemeatballs with a
chilli dipping sauce such asWahaca’s
Fiery Habernero Chile Sauce (£1.99;
wahaca.co.uk), which has a third fewer
calories than the leading brand.

In a bowl, combine the juice and zest of
1 lemon, 400gminced turkey breast,
a handful of chopped fresh coriander,
1 tsp English mustard, ½ a finely sliced
onion and 1 egg. Separate into small,
bite-size balls and place on a baking tray.

Bake in a pre-heated oven
at 200oC/gas mark 6
for around
15minutes, or
until browned.
Serve hot with
cocktail sticks.
Makes 16-20
meatballs.

Feta & butternut dip
by Jennifer Irvine, founder of The
Pure Package (purepackage.com)
and author of The Diet for Food
Lovers (Orion, £20).

This creamy dip can bemade with
leftover roasted butternut squash or
pumpkin. It can also be served as
an accompaniment for chicken or fish.

Place 200g chopped butternut squash
onto a non-stick baking sheet and roast
at 200oC/gas mark 6 for 20minutes or
until soft. Leave to
cool. Place the
squash in a food
processor with
40g of feta cheese
and 1 tsp harissa
and blitz until
smooth. Spoon
the dip into a bowl
and serve with
sugar snap peas.

Green goddess dip
by Simon Gamble, head
development chef at GLORIOUS!
foods (gloriousfoods.co.uk).

This dip is light and packed full of flavour.
Herbs and vinegar give a great taste with
fewer calories.

Blitz 2 anchovy
fillets, 2 spring
onions, 1 garlic
clove, ¼ cup
each of fresh
parsley, coriander,
dill and basil,
2 tbsps white wine
vinegar, 1 tsp sugar and a pinch of black
pepper in a blender. Add¾ cup of
reduced-fat sour cream and½ cup
reduced-fat mayonnaise and process until
smooth. Refrigerate for 1 hour.

‘Serve dips withroast caulifloweror roast sweetpotato wedges orgrilled shrimp,’says Gamble.

You can find
orange blossom

water at
Lakeland andWaitrose stores.

Turkey brea
st

mince cont
ains

only 1.2g fa
t per

100g and j
ust

0.6g satura
ted

fat.

‘To save time,
roast a halvedbutternut squashor two, and scoopout the cookedflesh,’ says Irvine.

This recipe
makes 20
servings.

Vietnamese chicken
salad spoon
from Canapés by Victoria
Blashford-Snell and Eric Treuille
(Dorling Kindersley, £14.99)

This spoonful of colour contains protein,
veg and Asian flavours that will astound
your taste buds. The result is a canapé
that is muchmore sophisticated than the
simple assembly process lets on.

Pre-heat oven to 180oC/gas mark 4. Poach
1 skinless chicken breast in 300ml milk
in the oven for 20minutes. Cool in the
milk. Combine 1 seeded chilli, 1 chopped
garlic clove, 1 tbsp sugar, the juice of
1 lime, 1½ tbsp each of fish sauce and rice
wine vinegar. Shred 50g white cabbage,
¼ seeded cucumber, a handful of
coriander andmint, 1 seeded red chilli,
2 shallots and 1 carrot. Slice the chicken
andmix with everything. Pile on each
spoon and garnish with chopped peanuts.

Pomegranate fizz
by Michael Kelly

Makingmocktails for your guests is
easy, and with a bit of artistic flair you
canmake a few simple ingredients
taste delicious.

In a blender, blitz together the seeds of
1 pomegranate, the juice of 1 lemon
and 1 tsp vanilla extract. Strain, pour into
a jug and top up with fizzy water and
crushed ice.

Add some fresh
pomegranateseeds and a sprig
of mint to
each glass.

Sham-payne
from bbc.co.uk/food,
by The Hairy Bikers,
authors of The Hairy
Dieters; How to Love
Food and LoseWeight
(Orion, £14.99).

When you’re trying to lose weight,
it can be hard to say no to a glass of
bubbly at a party. This fakers’ alternative
is almost the
same in colour
and is a real
thirst- quencher,
perfect all year
round.

In a jug, mix
together 60ml
lime cordial, 60ml
elderflower
cordial,
3 drops orange blossomwater and 250ml
ice-cold soda water. Serve in a tall glass
with ice. Makes 2 servings.
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Nutri tip
Guacamole is another
healthy dip, thanks to
the monounsaturated
and polyunsaturated

fats, plus vitamins and
minerals in the

avocados. Half a
medium avocado

counts as one of your
five-a-day and

contains 138 calories
and 14.1g fat.

3 OF THE BEST... SNACK BARS

Raw vegetables
are generally much
higher in vitamin C

than cooked ones.

Beetroot’s
distinctive colour
is from pigments
that are packed with
phytonutrients. It’s
also rich in folates.

Chickpeas
are rich in fibre
and good for your
digestion. They’re
also filling.
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CHEF’S
TIP

Cut a 6-
7cm piece of

cucumbe
r into qu

arters

lengthwa
ys, then r

emove

the seeds
and cut

each

quarter
into thre

e

sticks for
dipping.

BEETROOT&
HORSERADISH
HOUMOUS

Delicious dips
Add a twist to houmous, and
serve it with crudités for a
quick, nutritious party dip

ChiaBia Chocolate,
Apricot & Pumpkin
bar, £8.40 for 6;
chiabia.com
If you need a fibre boost,
this bar is for you.The little
chia seeds are high in
omega-3 and packed with
fibre, giving the seeds
superfood status.They
swell in your tummy to
fill you up.

Comvita Manuka
Honey Bar Energy,
99p; comvita.co.uk
This bar is made with
manuka honey, almonds,
pumpkin seeds,
sunflower seeds and
metabolism-boosting
cinnamon. It contains
178 calories, so is
a perfect post-
exercise snack.

9Bar Peanut bar,
68p; 9bar.com
The sixth addition to the
9Bar range is the perfect
healthy alternative to
Snickers.The addition of
crunchy roasted peanuts
to the 9Bar mix of
sunflower, sesame, poppy
and pumpkin seeds make
this bar an energy
powerhouse.

Preparation time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 0-30 minutes
Serves: 4 as starter,
8 as a nibble

1. Beetroot and horseradish
houmous (pictured)
Peel and quarter two fresh beetroot
and roast them for 30minutes in
a hot oven, or use two pre-cooked
beetroot (not in vinegar). Add
to a bowl with one tablespoon of
horseradish sauce and a 300g pot
of houmous. Blend well and serve.

2. Curried houmous with
mango chutney
Stir one tablespoon of medium curry
paste with one tablespoon of mango
chutney and a 300g pot of houmous.

3. Sesame houmous
Stir a tablespoon of tahini and
a tablespoon of sesame seeds
into a 300g pot of houmous.

Try also using small florettes of
broccoli or cauliflower, sugar snap
peas or strips of warmwholemeal
pitta bread or naan for dipping.
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For more great-tasting and healthy recipes visit tinyurl.com/HFhealthyrecipes
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*Studies on file. Bimuno IMMUNAID is the result of nine years of intensive scientific research with the University of Reading. Bimuno is a food supplement. Food supplements
are intended to supplement your diet and should not be regarded as a substitute for a varied diet and a healthy lifestyle. Bimuno® is a registered trademark which is the property
of Clasado Inc for a Prebiotic Transgalactooligosaccharide.

Now available from and Bimuno.com

TESTED IN PUBLISHED
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES

Support
your immune

system
where

it counts.

Bimuno® IMMUNAID is a new approach to supporting immune health.
Its unique patented formulation is specially developed to work in harmony
with your body’s own natural defences – the ‘good’ bacteria that live
in your gut.

Scientific studies* have shown that some prebiotic Galacto-oligosaccharides,
like those provided by Bimuno IMMUNAID, can help encourage and
sustain a healthy level of your gut’s ‘good’ bacteria. Bimuno also includes
the added benefit of vitamin C, helping you to keep your immune system
fit and healthy.

Try Bimuno IMMUNAID soft chewy pastilles and support
your natural defences where it counts.

60% of your immune system is now thought to be based in your gut,
so shouldn’t this be where you support your immune health?
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nutrition Q&A

NUTRITION
expert

I drink up to four cups of coffee a day.
Is that too much?

On the plus side, there are now many studies
indicating coffee is good for us. Most recently, a
study of more than 400,000 older men and women
found that two or more cups of coffee each day
equated to a 10-15 per cent reduction in deaths
from all causes. It’s only really the caffeine intake

that’s likely to be an issue, so tot up the amount
you’re having – a mug of instant has 85-110mg,
brewed 140-210mg and a single espresso,
75mg. If your intake is above 250mg
caffeine and you’re experiencing headaches,
insomnia or palpitations, you should reduce
your intake. If it’s above 750mg per day, you’re
definitely drinking too much. Pregnant women
shouldn’t have more than 200mg caffeine a day.

Idoubt there’s awoman alive
who’s perfectly content
with her stomach. And
while getting older and
wiser can make you
more accepting of your
body, it’s a cruel fact
that your middle tends
to broaden as the years
go by. Higher oestrogen
levels tend to favour fat
deposition around your
hips and thighs when
you’re younger, but as
you age, there tends

to be a redistribution towards your midriff!
Fortunately, you can tackle a wayward
tum. But if you have you lots of excess fat
in this area, no amount of sit-ups is going
to reveal the toned abdominals beneath.
Boring as it is, watching the calories is the
first and most fundamental thing you can
do to get a trimmer tum. That said, the
quality of your diet and how you spread
your meals can make a big difference, too.

Little and often
With the festive season looming, keep your
meals small and regular. A big meal sitting
in the stomach will produce a pot-bellied
look even in the slimmest person, whereas
eating little and often won’t overtax your
digestive system, and is less likely to spoil
your silhouette in that little black dress.
Remember to avoid cabbage, beans and
other bloating foods such as asparagus
and spices. Most women know by trial and PH
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Eat your way
to a flatter
stomach
with Amanda
Hamilton’s
top tips

Amanda Hamilton is a nutritionist, health expert and author
of three wellbeing books, who regularly features on BBC
television and radio, GMTV and UKTV. She’s the founder and
director of a retreat company. See amandahamilton.co.uk

error which are the worst culprits for
producing an instant beachball tum, so
trust your experience. But good news for
baked bean-lovers – plant-breeding
programmes have made these beans lower
in raffinose, the sugar that causes wind.

Get in balance
An imbalance of good and bad bacteria
in the gut can also cause bloating, so top
up with a healthy probiotic yoghurt or
drink. Take a little care at first, though, as
sometimes probiotics can unsettle things
digestion-wise, at least temporarily.
Perhaps the most fascinating link
between diet and waistline is the potential
for a diet high in fast-releasing (high-GI)
carbohydrates, such as white bread, sugar,
cakes, potatoes and white rice, to cause a
fatter middle. High-GI carbs cause a faster
release of insulin, the blood glucose-
regulating hormone which, in turn, is linked
with higher levels of fat storage in your
abdominal area. If you’ve been overdoing
refined carbs, swap to smaller portions of
slower-releasing, low-GI types, such as

porridge, grainy breads and wholewheat
pasta. Swapping some of your carbs for
monounsaturated fats (MUFAs) will also
help (think nuts rather than pretzels, tahini
rather than jam). One study in the journal
Diabetes Care found that a MUFA-rich diet
prevented fat making a beeline for the
stomach and improved sensitivity to
insulin in pre-diabetic subjects.
Other great flat-tum-friendly foods are
potassium-rich fruit and veg, in particular
bananas, beetroot and a daily glass of
orange juice. Potassium works its magic by
counteracting the water-retaining effects
of excess sodium in the body. But you’ll
also need to cut down on salty foods to
maximise the stomach-flattening impact.
Finally, cut back on alcohol if you want
to look elegant. My advice? Never drink on
an empty stomach and go for spritzers
or other lower-alcohol drinks to
help keep your stomach trim.

For more flat-tummy foods, visit the H&F website at tinyurl.com/Hfflattummy

HOW YOU SPREAD
YOUR MEALS CAN MAKE
A BIG DIFFERENCE TO
YOUR WAISTLINE

KEEP CAFFEINE
INTAKE IN CHECK
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Stir-fries
are healthy, especially if
you forego oil and use a

non-stick wok. Try Circulon’s
non-stick cookware
(circulon.uk.com).

Drizzle over a little
sesame seed oil just
before serving.

‘What I ate today’
HAYLEY MCQUEEN
The Sky Sports presenter, 31, has a new
attitude to food, thanks to her fitness regime
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DIETICIAN FIONA HUNTER
‘Breakfast is a must for Hayley so she can resist the
biscuits and cakes at work, as she has a sweet tooth.
Hayley would be better using fruit compôte, sliced

banana or just dried fruit to add sweetness to her porridge.
Breakfast fires up your brain, and studies show that people
who skip breakfast have slower reaction times and concentrate
less well in the morning. Having a larger meal at lunchtime
is a good idea for Hayley as she has to get up early, so
she needs to avoid eating a heavy meal too close to
bedtime, otherwise it will interfere with her sleep.’

Chunky
vegetable soup,

especially homemade, is a
great lunch option. Hayley could

try having oatcakes with her soup
instead of bread and butter. This
should cut down on calories and

help reduce bloating.

Porridge
is a great breakfast for

keeping blood
sugar levels

stable and hunger
at bay. Add berries

or seeds to ramp
up the nutrient

value.

HAYLEY SAYS:
‘I wake up early every day and have
to be in work by 7am. I rarely have
breakfast, but I might grab a banana
and always a cup of Yorkshire
Tea. Sometimes I’ll have
porridge at work with raisins
and far toomuch honey or
syrup. I’m on air at 10am and
tied to the desk until 3pm. The
production team supplies us
with snacks during the shift,
but it’s normally biscuits or
cakes. I’ll have lunch when
I’m off air; typically a big bowl
of pastawith a tomato
or vegetable sauce or a
baguettewith ham and
salad. Sometimes I’ll have

chunky vegetable soup
but I can’t eat soup without a
few slices of bread and butter.
I usually have a big lunch and a
smaller dinner. I love fish so I’ll eat
poached salmon or seared
tunawith steamed or stir-fried
vegetables and noodles.
I have a sweet tooth, so I don’t
have any sweets or cakes in the
house because I can’t resist them,
but there are always cakes at work.
In the evening I have yoghurt and
fruit to curb my cravings.
I’ve started working with a personal
trainer, and alreadymy attitude
towards food is changing, I’m learning

to say no to the naughty foods and havemore
of an appetite for healthy alternatives.’
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Hayley’s guilty pleasure...

Coca Cola contains:
139 CALORIES AND 35G SUGAR
PER 330ML CAN

SWAP THIS FOR...

During the day I struggle to drink
water. I just don’t like the taste, so
I put cordial in it so I can drink it.
My vice isCoca Cola.

To make water taste
more palatable, Hayley
could add slices of
lemons, limes or
clementines.
The new Citrus
Zinger bottle has
a fruit press in the
bottom so you can
add a hit of zesty

flavour to your water.
Experiment with
different flavours, but
for more sweetness,
a small drizzle of
agave nectar in the
fruit press will satisfy
sweet cravings.
£16.95 (plus p&p)
jdharris.co.uk.

To read H&F’s full interview with Hayley, visit tinyurl.com/Hfhayleymcqueen
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THERE ARE
MORE PEAKS IN
A NEILSON DAY
Take your skiing to the next level with our Snow Skills camps.
Husky-sled through breathtaking alpine forests. Share
stories of your day’s adventures over a glass of red. Or even
chill-out at the amazing ICEHOTEL in Sweden. These are just
some of the peaks you can enjoy in your Neilson ski day.

neilson.co.uk/health
Call 0844 879 8166 or visit a Thomas Cook store

*Selected dates and destinations during winter 2012/13.
For full terms & conditions visit neilson.co.uk/health

HUNDREDS OF 2 FOR 1
LIFT PASS & EQUIPMENT OFFERS*
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Vitamin boost
The new SoBe V Water range is
a great collection of sugar-free
vitamin drinks to keep you partying
through the festive season.
Available in six tasty flavours, the
drinks contain less than 10 calories
each, so they’re a great way to
satisfy your sweet tooth and keep
you hydrated. Packed full of healthy
vitamins, minerals and herbal
extracts to help you maintain your
immune system and recover from
the night before, the drinks are
free from artificial nasties and
cost £1.49; vwater.com.

A favourite on the New York Times’
bestseller list, this diet book claims to have
everything you need to drop the pounds.
Harper, famous for being the trainer on
The Biggest Loser USA, sets out 20 rules on

to how to conduct
your diet and weight-
loss plan. These are
accompanied by loads
of tips on how to stick
with your diet, including
weekly meal plans and
plenty of diet-friendly
recipes. The book is fairly

simplistic, but is aimed at helping the
reader reset their eating behaviour, so
isn’t so suitable for those who just want
to make small changes.

Expert verdict from Dale Rees:
‘If you like to live by a set of rules and
prescriptions, this may help. It’s a
no-compromise, directive approach for
losing weight. It does untangle popular
myths and delivers some nuggets of
advice that are established good practice.
However, if you’re serious about weight
loss, a set of rules may only get you so far
– you need advice tailored to your lifestyle,
in order to make change sustainable.’
Dale Rees is a dietician and spokesperson
for the British Dietetic Association.

BOOK
REVIEW…
The Skinny Rules by Bob
Harper (Transworld, £12.99)

1/2 hour of sex with your partner could burn

feel-good hormones and can reduce the risk
up to 100 calories! It also releases loads of

of heart disease. What better excuse!

‘Eating smart is all
about having an
awareness of your
body. The most
obvious way to do
that is by seeing it.
So when you’re
trying to lose
weight, spend more
time wearing less.’
Marisa Miller

CELEB TIP
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Feeling fat may make you fat,
according to a new study from the
Norwegian University of Science and
Technology. Researchers found that
normal-weight teens who perceive
themselves as fat are more likely to
grow up to be fat. This could be
due to the fact that people with a
negative body-image tend to skip
meals and follow unrealistic diets,
both of which can lead to weight
gain in the long run. Be your own
cheerleader by celebrating the
positive bits of your body, eating
healthily and exercising regularly.

DIET
news

Think fabulous

to
yo
lo
ac
of
with
we
plen
reci
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weight loss

Got a weight-
loss tip to share?
Email us at

hf_weightloss@
dennis.co.uk

IPIP
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GOOD GRINS
Feeling stressed? Try
to swap your usual
reaction for a smile to
keep your heart and head happy.
The simple act of smiling can
reduce stress and lower your
heart rate, say scientists at
the University of Kansas. Their
research shows that by activating
the facial muscles you use to
smile, a message is sent to your
brain telling it you’re happy. ‘We
feel the smile and become happy,’
says lead researcher Sarah
Pressman. ‘If you’re happy,
you perceive stress
differently and feel
less threatened.’

Switch off for better sleep p41
Know your yoga p42

The online health threat p46
Are you too nice? p49

Speed up your beauty routine p51
Budget beauty finds p52

Log on to the H&Fwebsite for 5 ways to improve your smile. Visit tinyurl.com/Hfsmile
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Time to
switch off
We’re all guilty of a cheeky bedtime text
or Facebook update, but a new study
by New York’s Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute confirms that using a mobile
phone, tablet or laptop before going
to bed can lead to sleep troubles.
Researchers found two or more hours
of exposure to backlit devices can disrupt
your body’s melatonin cycle (or body
clock), which can, in turn, lead to trouble
sleeping at night. Try turning off all
devices for several hours before going
to sleep or, if this is not possible, dim
the brightness on your devices to
minimise the effects.

HEALTH
news
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their GP because of the hassle of booking an
A quarter of Britons put off seeing

appointment, or embarrassment about the

HEALTH BULLETIN
➜LOOK TO THE FUTURE
People who plan for the long term
are more likely to stop smoking. New
research published in the journal
Addiction, shows people whose
financial plans looked ahead by more
than three months accounted for 76
per cent of quitters. So, to help you
quit smoking, make a plan of what you
want to achieve in all areas of your life
and how not smoking will fit into it.

➜OVERWORKED?
Working long hours could increase
your risk of heart disease by up to 23
per cent compared to those who work
shorter hours. A study by the Finnish
Institute of Occupational Health found
many people who worked longer
hours are more likely to have less
time for recreational activities such
as exercise, therefore increasing
the risk of heart disease. If you’re
regularly overworked, talk to your
boss about reducing your hours.

➜LOCATION LOTTERY
Whether or not your neighbourhood
is good for getting around could
influence your risk of diabetes. A
new study published in Diabetes
Care found people who lived in areas
with few places within a 10-minute
walk were almost twice as likely
to develop diabetes, compared to
those who lived in more walkable
areas. Try cycling instead of driving.

problem. Serious illnesses are best caught early,

If the thought of turkey and mince pies
brings you out in a cold sweat, you’re not
alone. According to a survey by Tiger Balm,
Christmas is the peak season for tension
headaches. Minimise the effects by making
lifestyle changes, such as getting enough
sleep and eating a healthy diet, as well as
doing relaxation techniques such as yoga

or massage. For short-term
pain relief, it’s best to stay
away from painkillers if you
can – try acupuncture or
natural remedies such as
Tiger Balm (£4.30 for 19g; from Boots) or
100% Peppermint Oil (£4.99 for 10ml;
hollandandbarrett.com) diluted in almond oil.

TAKE THE TENSION AWAY

so if you’re ever in doubt, seek advice.
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Find the best
YOGA

FOR YOU

F
rom the precision of classic Iyengar
classes to the athleticism of
ashtanga, there are more types
of yoga to choose from than ever

before, so you’re sure to find a method
to suit you.
In ayurvedic medicine – the ancient
system of healing practised in India – it’s
believed the type of yoga you’re most
attracted to is the type you least need. For
example, stressed out, high-energy types
are often attracted to the challenging poses
of ashtanga yoga, but often what their
constitution needs is the relaxing effects
of gentler yin yoga.
First, you need to learn the basics of yoga
(similar in most styles) in a beginner’s class,
then you can start trying
different yoga classes. Look
for classes that challenge
you but leave you feeling
relaxed after. See how your
body looks and feels after a
month of regular practice.
Your energy should increase,
you should feel calmer, begin to see
changes to your body shape and feel
muscles you haven’t felt in a while! If this
isn’t happening, try a different class.
Read on to discover the right type of yoga
to suit your goals and body type, from
Iyengar for a deep stretch to calming hatha.

Whether you want a slow, static practice
or an energetic, flowing workout, there’s

a style of yoga to suit your goals
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HATHA
What is it? Hatha means ‘energetic’ and
it is the basis of all forms of physical yoga. Its
primary purpose is to move prana, or energy,
through the body using held postures and
breathing.
What to expect Classes usually last for
60-90 minutes and include breath awareness,
a warm-up to open your joints and muscles,
and prepare and open your body; a series of
postures held for anything from one to 20
breaths; relaxation, breathing and perhaps
some meditation at the end. Postures are
usually slow and deep and not as dynamic
as styles such as ashtanga or anusara.
Best for Anyone who feels stressed, tired
or wound-up. Hatha yoga provides a firm
foundation for anyone looking to feel better.
Teacher’s tip Opt for a six- to-eight-
week beginner’s course to teach you the
fundamentals of breath and alignment so
you can join in classes with confidence.

IYENGAR
What is it? Developed in India by BKS
Iyengar, this style is all about alignment and
the finer details of postures. It uses props
such as blocks, chairs, bolsters and ropes
to help release and align your body in
postures that are held for six to
20 breaths or even longer.
It’s challenging but
deeply effective.

What to expect
There are no sun
salutations in this
precise system
and teachers may
give instructions
abruptly, so don’t

take it personally! Some
classes focus on a few

postures to correct your
alignment, which will then affect

your practice overall. Expect to feel
muscles you didn’t know you had.

Best for People who love detail and
precision and also want to stretch deeply.
Teacher’s tipMake sure your teacher’s
correctly accredited as this system needs
specialist knowledge. See iyengaryoga.org.uk.

ASHTANGA
What is it? Created in 1948 by Sri K.
Pattabhi Jois, another of yoga’s modern
founding fathers, ashtanga involves a series
of around 50 postures practised in order.
Sometimes referred to as ‘power’ or ‘vinyasa’
yoga, it’s a dynamic, flowing sequence that
creates heat in the body and leaves you
feeling sweaty, stretched and invigorated.
What to expect Up to seven rounds

of two types of sun salutations make your
body hot, then a series of challenging
standing, sitting, twisting, inverted and
supine postures are held for five breaths
each. Classes are rarely less than 90 minutes
long and can sometimes run to two hours.
Best for Sporty types, those wanting to get
into shape quickly, anyone who likes to sweat
and those who thrive on routine and structure.
Teacher’s tip People with competitive,
type-A personalities are often drawn to
ashtanga yoga. Be careful not to run before
you can walk. Don’t mimic experienced
ashtanga yogis in your class – they do
astoundingly pretzel-like postures that
require strength and skill.

ANUSARA
What is it? A relatively new style of
yoga founded in 1997 by California-based
John Friend, anusara has a strong spiritual
element to it and is influenced by Iyengar in

its focus on correct alignment. Anusara
literally means ‘flowing with grace’ and is
an uplifting form of yoga that emphasises
flowing, heart-opening postures.
What to expect An energising yoga
class experience that works your body
deeply, so you will sweat. Classes have an
emphasis on bending, rotating and twisting
the spine, along with striving for correct
alignment. Be prepared also for chanting,
breath work, meditation and music (both
modern and yogic!) so your mind is fully
engaged along with your body.
Best for People wanting a deep workout
that’s guaranteed to lift your mood and
introduce you to yogic philosophy
in practice.
Teacher’s tip A good anusara teacher
will make your body feel lean, stretched and
opened, and also talk about ways to apply
your practice to your everyday life.

SIVANANDA
What is it? Based on the teachings of
Swami Sivananda who developed it in the
middle of the 20th century, this is a slow,
considered form of yoga designed for health
and wellness. Its emphasis is on balancing
postures with breathing techniques,
relaxation and meditation.
What to expect Classes start and end
in Corpse pose (or Savasana, where you lie on
your back), which is also practised between
the more challenging postures to ensure the
body is relaxed after working hard. Breathing
practices are done at the start of the class,
and only 12 basic postures are then practised,
with the aim of opening the energy channels
in the body.
Best for Anyone wanting more serenity
and a yoga experience that balances the
fundamentals of breath, meditation and
chanting with a simple posture practice.
Teacher’s tip Sivananda is a great choice
if you’re interested in finding out more about
yogic diet and philosophy.

Ashtanga leaves
you feeling stretched
and invigorated
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YIN
What is it? Founded by chi kung expert
Paulie Zink, yin yoga holds postures still with
long, slow breathing to work deeply into
connective tissues, promote circulation and
help release energy blockages.
What to expect The emphasis is
on stretching and opening your muscles, so
postures are held for up to five minutes, and
you may only get through 12-15 poses in a
90-minute class! Classes are deeply relaxing
and often done with the lights down.
Best for Anyone feeling burnt out, with
injuries or illnesses to restore their energy.
Teacher’s tip Named after the ‘yin’ of
‘yin/yang’, this is great to do as well as a more
dynamic yoga practice or alongside a weight
or aerobic training programme to deeply
stretch your muscles.

JIVAMUKTI
What is it? Founded in 1984 by artist
David Life and former dancer Sharon Gannon,
jivamukti is a vigorous form of yoga that
emphasises dynamic moves through postures,
coupled with a focus on Indian philosophy.
What to expect A combination of
flowing ‘vinyasa’ postures (with hands-on
adjustments for alignment from teachers)
along with breathing, meditation, Sanskrit
chanting, philosophical discussion and
deep relaxation.
Best for Anyone wanting to take a
challenging flowing class where they can learn
how to apply yogic philosophy to their life.
Teacher’s tip There’s often gorgeous
music playing in classes – anything from
chanting to a five-piece band!

KUNDALINI
What is it? It uses active and passive
postures to awaken ‘kundalini’ energy, the life
force that, in yogic philosophy, is believed
to be stored at the base of your spine.
What to expect Rapid, repetitive
movements that can be different
from regular postures. Chanting
and meditation is included and the
teacher may play a gong and sing.
Best for Anyone interested in
experiencing the more esoteric and
spiritual side of yoga.
Teacher’s tip The release
of kundalini energy has been

practised for centuries. You may be surprised
by the power of this practice and become
emotional during or after a class – this can be
a great release.

BIKRAM
What is it? A series of 26 postures and
two breathing exercises are done in a standard
order in a hot room over 90 minutes. The
intense heat warms muscles and joints and
encourages increased mobility and flexibility
– and sweat, lots of it.
What to expect Classes are usually
crowded with mats close together at busy
times. Studios are bright and teachers often
blare out instructions through a microphone.
Bikram practice can help shape your body
and release excess weight, but you need
to practise around three to five times
a week. Make sure you talk to your
teacher about injuries or medical
conditions you have before you begin.
Best for Anyone who wants to feel
they’ve really worked out. Although
Bikram yoga can help elevate your
mood, the spiritual aspects of yoga
are rarely mentioned.
Teacher’s tipWear as little
as possible! Most people tend
to wear shorts and tank
tops to help them keep
cool. Take a towel and
a large water bottle.
As people tend
to sweat so
profusely, you
may want to
bring your
own mat.

■

For a complete guide to yoga, grab
a copy of H&F ’s new Shape Up
with YogaMagBook.Written by a
qualified yoga instructor, the step-by-
step guide offers all the advice and
tuition you need to practise at home,
including 50 top poses, tailored
workouts and a six-week beginner’s
plan. Shape Up with Yoga is available
online at magbooks.com for £6.96.
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to inappropriate drug prescriptions,’ he says.
Self-diagnosing and describing symptoms
to a virtual doctor could also mean you’re
missing vital signs that your own health
professional would spot. Youmay not be
alerted to potentially dangerous interactions
with other medicines you’re taking, either.

Monitoring the situation
People shop online for ‘lifestyle’ drugs, such as
slimming pills, that they couldn’t get their own
doctor to prescribe, says Dr Shakir. ‘If you’re
size 10, your doctor won’t prescribe pills to
help you slim down to a size 8, but youmight
be able to buy them online – and you could
seriously risk your health by taking them.’
The UK’s Medicines and Healthcare
products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
continually monitors these sites. ‘Spot checks
are made to see if they are based in the UK.
If so, we can take action and a number of
prosecutions have taken place. We refer

A BITTER PILL

Sales of online health products are soaring.
Boosted by the convenience of buying a

remedy at the click of a mouse, there’s now a
growing trend towards logging on to purchase
even prescription medicines – often via a
virtual consultation with an online GP.
Slimming pills, Viagra, anti-viral ’flu drugs
and antidepressants – you name it and you
can probably buy it by browsing the web.
But this trend is a convenience too far, say
worried doctors at the British Medical
Association (BMA), leaving consumers at risk
of misdiagnosis, serious side-effects, fake pills
and lethal interactions between medicines.
Medics’ concerns have been highlighted by
reports showing the terrible health risks faced
by the increasing number of women now
buying diet pills online.
Michelle Rumsey, 46, from Suffolk, is one of
several worrying cases reported recently. For
many years she took ephedrine – a stimulant
that speeds up the heart and nervous system
and is regularly found in over-the-counter
cold and ’flu remedies – which she had
bought on the internet after reading on a chat
forum that it could help you lose weight. The
drug triggered a heart weakness that means
her life expectancy is now just 10 years.

Lack of regulation
According to Dr George Rae of the BMA,
there are potentially serious risks of buying
anymedication on the internet. ‘It’s
inherently dangerous. You have no way of
checking the safety, quality or effectiveness
of themedicine you’re buying,’ he says.
In recent years, there’s been a proliferation
of e-pharmacies selling medicines online.
Many of these websites are based outside the
UK so are not regulated by the UK authorities
that control the quality of medicines. It’s not
illegal to buymedicines online – but you are
taking a huge risk with your health.
Dr Saad Shakir, director of the Drug
Safety Research Unit, warns that there
are many e-pharmacies who will diagnose
and prescribe drugs after an online
consultation with a virtual GP. ‘They don’t
know you and don’t have your medical
history – any allergies, kidney or liver
problems, for example – and this could lead

Are you tempted by the apparent convenience
of buying health products online? You could

be taking a deadly gamble...

How to shop online safely

Ideally see a pharmacist, doctor or
nurse in person rather than shop
online. If you still want to buy online,
beware, because there are unscrupulous
overseas-based commercial sites that will
sell you fake or inappropriate drugs over
the internet. To help the public identify
legally registered online pharmacies, the
General Pharmaceutical Council (GPhC) now
operates an internet pharmacy logo. Sites
with this logo are selling safe and genuine
medicines online. Clicking the logo also
provides a direct link to the GPhC website,
where you can check the registration details
of both the pharmacy and the pharmacist
behind the website. For more details, see
pharmacyregulation.org.

overseas sites to the appropriate regulatory
body in that country,’ says a spokesperson.
A Department of Health working party on
the sale and supply of medicines in the UK
has also been set up to determine the best,
legal way to buymedicines online.
‘At present, there’s no substitute for a
consultation with your own doctor, nurse
practitioner or pharmacist,’ says Dr Rae.
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reader offerreader offer

Geoskincare Daily
Cleansing Milk,
£19.95 for 100ml
Apply this silk lotion to your
face and neck to remove the
day’s dirt and pollution.
Geothermal silica, organic
olive oil and calendula keep
skin squeaky clean and
blemish-free.

Laidbare Working 9 to 5
Anti-Ageing Hydration
Cream, £7.99 for 30ml
Protect your skin around
the clock with this
revitalising cream. Rose
water calms skin, while
Iceland moss combats
wrinkles. Use in the
morning and before bed.

Lavera’s Natural Self
Tanning Lotion,
£13.50 for 150ml
Give your pale skin a boost
this winter with this 100 per
cent pure and natural
gentle tan. Made from
active plant ingredients and
essences, it leaves skin
soft and naturally tanned.

at The Natural
Skincare Company

It’s never been easier to shop for natural
and organic skincare that’s kind to your
skin, body and soul. The Natural Skincare
Company stocks products from some of
the most ethical and reputable brands
in the world.
The range includes products from Laidbare,
Paul Penders, geoskincare, Caribbean Blue, Lavera,
Vital Touch, Nvey ECO and many more. All the
products are tried and tested by The Natural
Skincare Company team, who ensure only products
containing top-quality natural ingredients that
get results feature on the website. All products in
the range are available by mail order or online at
thenaturalskincarecompany.co.uk.
Why not treat yourself or someone else for
Christmas? To claim your exclusive discount,
enter the offer code HF25OCT at the checkout
online before you pay.
The team at The Natural Skincare Company
is always happy to talk through products and
offer their recommendations
– just give them a call on
01403 790913.

Protect your skin from the
big chill with this great offer

25%off
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…read Fall in Love for Life: Inspiration
from a 73-Year Marriage by Barbara
‘Cutie’ Cooper (Chronicle Books,
£11.99), in which she shares the
secrets of her long and happy union.

It’s a heartwarming read which,
despite the author’s grand age (95),
feels refreshing and different. With
many of today’s relationship experts
emphasising the need for a solid

friendship above all else, it’s reassuring
that Cutie believes in romance and that
dizzy rush of adrenaline when you fall
in love. But she’s honest about the fact
that love isn’t always easy.

FOR A FESTIVE FEELGOOD KICK…

If you’re the kind, sensitive type, the chances
are you’ll get lots of party invitations this
festive season – others are drawn to your
gentle, caring nature. But there’s a down side
to being a warm and generous soul. Putting
others first means you can attach your
self-worth to their approval, and that can be
unhealthy because you can lose the ability to
value yourself unless others do. Plus, others
may take advantage of your good nature.
‘Quite often, unfortunately, very nice women
end up with men who don’t treat themwell,’
says relationship therapist Susan Quilliam.
These women can empathise deeply and
understand why others behave as they do
– which canmean theymaymake excuses for
behaviour other people consider unacceptable.

So, is your niceness holding
you back in life?
It could be if….
A colleaguemakes a snide remark criticising
your work and you automatically feel you’ve
failed in some way.
Youmake excuses for your boyfriend who’s
always late or who forgets your birthday.
You take on loads of extra work if a colleague
is having a personal crisis.
You find yourself doing the household chores
your partner or flatmate leaves.
You find it hard to say ‘no’ to anything
or anyone.

You always end up crossing town to see the
friend who refuses to meet halfway.

Learn the language of
assertiveness
Being assertive might seem a challenge,
especially if it goes against your natural
personality. But assertiveness is important
because being too nice means you’ll become
everyone’s doormat, build up destructive
resentments and sooner or later you’ll reach
breaking point – andmay say things you regret.
Here are some simple and effective
assertiveness techniques that won’t rock the
boat or affect your popularity. These steps may
seem difficult to start with, but practise them
regularly and people will treat you with more
consideration and respect.
Learn to say ‘no’. Always saying ‘yes’ leads
to exhaustion and a feeling of being taken for
granted. Remember that when you say ‘no’,
you’re rejecting the request, not the person.
Don’t want to go out for a drink tonight? You
don’t need to think up a long-winded excuse.
If you’re too tired, say so. Everyone has been
too tired to do something and your friend
should be able to relate to that.
Sharpen your body language. In a tricky
work meeting, sit up straight. Spread your
papers out in front of you. Maintain direct eye
contact to give yourself an air of confidence
and a poised, can-do attitude.

for your
own good?

Are you
too nice

Avoid words with negative
connotations. If you’re saying ‘no’ to
something, offer alternative suggestions of
things you can do. Pepper your sentences with
upbeat, positive words like ‘fantastic’ and
‘great’. That way, even when you’re refusing to
do something or explaining some challenges,
you’ll convey enthusiasm. For example, you
could say: ‘I can’t come to your party, but it
would be brilliant to see you soon – how about
meeting for a coffee next week?’
If someone asks you something
difficult, reply with a question. This
shows you’re engaged with the topic, but it
puts the ball back in the other person’s court
while buying you time to think.
Give specific examples, not general
criticisms. Don’t tell your man: ‘You never
listen’. Instead, say ‘When I started trying to tell
you what happened at work today, you picked
up your iPad. I was talking about something
important, so I felt hurt.’ This will have a much
more powerful impact and avoid putting your
partner on the defensive.
Set boundaries. Learn to state your needs
as well as taking others’ into account. For
example, if your partner asks you to pick him
up fromwork, only agree if you didn’t have
other plans. Doing favours for others rather
than doing what you’d planned will leave you
resentful andmiserable – not good for you or
anyone around you.

‘C
£1
se

While kindness and
empathy are great traits,
they might not always
make your life easier, says
Charlotte Haigh-MacNeil
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3 GENERATIONS OF NATURAL CARE

NO PETROLATUM, SODIUM LAURYL/LAURETH SULFATES, PARABENS OR PHTHALATES

NURTURE THE SKIN YOU’RE IN WITH

+44 (0)8450 725 825 • enquiry@jasonnaturalcare.co.uk

Available also in NEW Gift Sets
from independent health stores
and pharmacies nationwide

The Winter months can give our skin a really hard time - it’s cold and damp outside whilst inside the central heating
is blasting out. The contrast between these two conditions leaves our skin seriously dried out - dehydrated, chaffed
and dull. Pure Natural Hand & Body Lotions are especially formulated to soften and replenish moisture
-starved skin leaving it smooth, soft and silky to touch. Antioxidant rich and infused with natural plant derived extracts,
vitamins and proteins, they provide long lasting daily moisture and offer protection from the elements for both hand and body.

www.jasonnaturalcare.co.uk
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Do you wish there was an all-in-one product
you could use on your face in the morning
to speed up your routine and slash the
number of bottles and tubes on your
bathroom shelf? The Body Shop’s All-in-One
BB Creammight be what you’re looking for.
It acts as a light make-up base, moisturiser,
tint and concealer in one. We reckon the
BBs in this ‘blemish base’, should stand for
‘bloomin’ brilliant’ as it combines make-up
and skincare and can be used as a base or
on its own for a light, off-duty look. It costs
£12 for 25ml; thebodyshop.co.uk.

B-B-BEAUTIFUL

BEAUTY
news
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try using gel cushion inserts,’ says

Sarah Silvester. Try Scholl Party Feet Ultra Slim

Gel Cushions (£4.59; scholl.com).

‘When you dance in killer heels,

beauty expert and founder of Laidbare,

Jamela Cucumber
Soothing & Moisturising
Overnight Face Mask
£17 FOR 200G; JAMELASKINCARE.COM

Apply this natural mask overnight
to minimise pores, firm and
moisturise
your skin
and keep
wrinkles
at bay. It
contains
cucumber essential
oil and jojoba oil.

New Weleda
Body Lotion
FROM £13.95; WELEDA.CO.UK

Choose one of these four
new 100 per cent natural
lotions to suit you, whether
you want to keep ageing
at bay or banish dry skin.
With ingredients such as
pomegranate seed oil and
aloe vera, these smell
delicious and feel silky.

3 OF
THE
BEST

CELEBRITY
FAVOURITE

We’re jealous of 47-year-old
Kristin Davis's immaculate,
youthful glow. What’s her
secret? She loves Ahava
Liquid Dead Sea Salt body
exfoliator (£16 for 200ml;
ahava.co.uk). ‘It makes my
skin smooth,’ she says.
The concentrated
minerals regenerate and

detoxify cells,
and are
even said to
improve skin
cell renewal.

JooMo Honey &
Orange Facewash
£4.75 FOR 100ML; JOOMO.COOP

The youngsters among us
will particularly love this 100
per cent natural facewash
that helps keep spots and
blackheads at bay, as well
as soothing sensitive skin.
This soap-free product
is packed with essential
oils and antioxidants to
help build your natural
skin defenses.

NEW THIS MONTH

SaraSara
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Dazzling eyes
A big hit for winter is ‘paint-box’ eyes.
Update your make-up collection with a new
eyeshadow palette with vibrant and smoky
colours. We love theNARS New Wave
Palette (£39.50; spacenk.com), with its mix
of matt and shimmer tones, but we’re
counting our change with the Vivo
Colour Block Palette and its 12
shades (£3.99; available at Tesco).
Apply a dark colour to the inside and
outside of your eyes, then blend in a
contrasting lighter shade to the middle
of your lids for the hottest party look.

Luscious lips
The more expensive the lipstick, the
more pigment it contains, so the colour
will stay on your lips for longer. Blood-red
lips never go out of fashion and Chanel’s
Rouge Allure Velvet Lipstick (£25;
boots.com) is a classic. When you’re on
a budget, a lip stain will give you the
same effect, and if you want to add
shine, use a sheer lip gloss on top.
Revlon’s Just Bitten Kissable
Lipstain Balm (£7.99; Superdrug)
is a double-ended wand with a
lip stain and a silky balm in one
to add extra shine and moisture
to your lips.

Healthy skin
If your skin’s pale and lacklustre the
morning after, apply a revitalising
mask for 10 minutes. Açai berry,
papaya and pine bark extract are the
active ingredients in The Organic
Pharmacy’s Enzyme Peel Mask
(£49, 40ml; theorganicpharmacy.
com). Dead skin cells and leftover

make-up grime are lifted to reveal soft
and wrinkle-free skin. If you’re
susceptible to breakouts, our thrifty find
is Aubrey Organics’ Sea Buckthorn
& Cucumber Moisturising Mask
(£8.98, 118ml; aubreyorganicsuk.co.
uk). It clears away dead skin cells and
debris and cools and calms your skin,
leaving it feeling smooth and hydrated.

Fresh looks
Telltale signs of late nights and too many
cocktails show up under your eyes, where
your skin is most translucent. A good night’s
sleep and plenty of water works wonders,
but a little under-the-eye cream at night
can also help. Avoid using creams
containing alcohol as it’s too harsh for the
delicate skin here. Caffeine, fennel, aloe and
parsley are natural rejuvenating ingredients.
Skinceuticals AOX+ Eye Gel (£70;
skinceuticals.co.uk), contains antioxidant vitamin
C and caffeine to reduce under-eye puffiness,
but Laid Bare’s budget-friendly Pack Your
Bags Tighten & Lighten Eye Cream is
a cinch at just £7.99 (mypure.co.uk). This
bargain beauty is free from chemical nasties
and contains aloe vera to soothe tired eyes.

Fingertip glamour
Glitter and sparkles are mandatory at Christmas
time. Last year, crackle polish was the ‘in’ thing;
this year we love magnetic polish. Simply

apply two coats of nail varnish and,
before the second layer dries,
hover the magnet provided over
the nail to attract the magnetic
filings and create the jazzy
design.Nails Inc’s The
Strand Star Magnetic
Polish (£13; nailsinc.com)
and Barry M’s Neptune
Sea Magnetic Nail Effects
Polish (£4.99; barrym.com)
both create a festive star shape.

Base beautiful
Natural mineral foundations have great
staying power, saving regular trips to the
loos to touch-up your make-up. It’s also
better for your skin. Build up the powder in
layers with your brush to suit the level of

coverage you’d like. We love Lily
Lolo’s Mineral Foundation
SPF15 (£12.49; lilylolo.co.
uk), which is half the price
of the equally brilliant
Bare Minerals Original
SPF15 Foundation
(£24; bareminerals.co.uk).

Spend vs save!
Treat yourself to luxury party prep, or save those

pennies for when you’re out – you choose…
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We’ve traipsed the streets so you don’t have
to, and found all the presents you’ll need this
festive season – whoever you’re buying for

H F
GIFT

GUIDE

2 Beat bounce
Lightweight and stretchy, this
Arc’teryx Phase SL bra for
low-impact activities provides
optimum comfort, fights sweat
and dries quickly. The odour-
minimising fabric is breathable.
£25; arcteryx.com

4 Top hat
Go retro on the piste or in
the park this winter with this
cute, cosy Salomon Pearl beanie.
£25; simplypiste.com

3 Bright time
Perk up your mood on
dark winter days with an
Ice Solid watch. Beware,
though, you may end up
coveting several colours!
£75; ice-watch.com

5 Bicycle beauty
Who says cycling gear lacks style? Turn
heads as you protect your own with
this gorgeous Sawako Furuno Leopard
helmet. £84; velovixen.com

1 Toasty ears
With these cute Knitted Headphone
Earmuffs, you won’t have to deal with
the fiddle of squashing headphones in
under your winter headgear. Firebox
cleverly combines the two so you
can enjoy your tunes in warm
comfort. £14.99; firebox.com

Your bumper
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For fitness lovers

6 Luscious legs
Make an entrance at the gym
with these fabulous Lycra
Bodyism leggings. £70;
bodyism.com

10 Strike a pose
Be the envy of the class with this
Wellicious Divine yoga mat, ethically
produced and encrusted with 300 Swarovski
crystalised stones. Choose from caviar black or
vintage rose colours. £89.95; wellicious.com

9 Rough and ready
Trail runners will love these
lightweight off-road Asics Gel
Fuli trainers. They use the latest
cushioning gel technology for
comfort when pounding the
paths. £75; asics.co.uk

111Delightful dumbbells
If these don’t entice someone to work
out, nothing will! These 3kg stainless steel
beauties don’t come cheap, but perhaps
they’re worth the investment. £275;
lovejoys-online.co.uk

7 Glove love
These O’Neill Escape gloves have
hyperloft ventilation to keep your
fingers toasty on the slopes.
They’re waterproof, with a suede
nose wipe and a rubber palms
for improved grip. £32.99;
shop.oneill.com

8 Bag it up
With handy mesh pockets,
plus an internal divider and a
valuables pocket, this Adidas
Climacool Training Shoulder
bag is perfect for gym
bunnies. The ventilated
Climacool fabric should
keep your belongings
fresh and dry. £25;
adidas.co.uk
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gift guide

For beauty queens

3 Bathtime bliss
This bath-time Aromatherapy
Associates Relax Ritual gift set
relaxes mind, body and soul
with a Deep Relax Bath & Shower
Oil and Relax Candle. £45;
aromatherapyassociates.com

2 Beauty sleep
We love the idea of hanging
presents on the tree! This bauble
should help insomniacs have a
good night’s sleep. This Works
Sleep Balm is 100 per cent
natural and contains lavender
essential oil – apply to pressure
points. £10; thisworks.com

5 Beauty MOT
Say ‘Merry Citrus’ with this lemon and
sage bath and body collection from
Bliss. It includes body scrub, moisturiser,
bubble bath and ultra-moisturising hand
cream. And it all comes in a handy bag.
£39; blissworld.co.uk

4 Rosy glow
Love your skin with Trilogy’s limited-
edition boxset. The cute Christmas
tin contains Rosehip Oil Antioxidant+,
Cream Cleanser and Vital Moisturising
Cream and comes with a handy travel
bag. £29.50; bodykind.com

1 Terrific tresses
Indulge with this luxury Arbonne
Ginger Citrus Hair Care gift set.
Ingredients include grapefruit
extract, ginger root and orange peel
extract for natural hair care that’s
safe to use on colour-treated hair.
£20; arbonneinternational.co.uk
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6 Body boost
Swap dull, dry skin for healthy
looks this winter, thanks to this
Elemis Supreme Glow Gift Set.
It includes a cleanser, toner,
moisturiser and bath bubbles.
£46.50; timetospa.co.uk

7 Nice nails
This festive Mavala Angel nail
polish comes with angel wings
attached, and a loop to tie it on
the tree! £4.30 each for 5ml;
mavala.co.uk

10 Fresh idea
Fill your home with natural fragrance,
thanks to this luxurious Scent With
Love giftset by Neom. Inside is an
aroma diffuser, travel candle and
room spray made with essential oils.
£35; neomorganics.com

healthy
s to this
Gift Set.
toner,
bubbles.
.uk

Angel nail
angel wings
op to tie it on
ch for 5ml;

9 Pucker up
The natural Cocoa Butter &
Beeswax lip balms by the Bakewell
Soap Company come in three
luxurious scents, all with added
vitamin E for suppler lips. £3.95
for 20g; bakewellsoap.co.uk

8 Escape for the senses
Inspired by ayurveda, this Monsoon
Eastern Secrets Travel Rituals set is
the perfect combo of shower gel,
body lotion and hand cream for your
overnight bag. The rich spiciness of
frankincense, sandalwood, ginger
and nutmeg is like Christmas in a
box! £12.95; monsoonbeauty.co.uk
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For guys

1 Christmas jumper
Keep your bloke cosy
this winter with this
cheery Energie Shaun
sweater. £114;
zalando.co.uk

60 Health&Fitness // healthandfitnessonline.co.uk

gift guide

2 Ear buddies
Quarkie’s new audio art
headphone collection
features these fun rusty
bolts and other whacky
items – perfect for
plugging in at the gym.
£69; quarkie.com

4 Post-gym spritz
Make sure your man smells
sweet post-gym with this Paco
Rabanne 1 Million aftershave,
with hints of grapefruit, mint,
rose and mandarin. £32.99 for
50ml; theperfumeshop.com

7 Swing fit
Kettlebells are a great gift for anyone
who wants to work their whole

body at home. We love these
brightly coloured Physical
Vinyl-dipped versions
from the Physical
Company. From £17.50;
physicalcompany.co.uk

3 Music mate
Slip your iPod Nano into this Griffin
Slap Watch Case and snap the band
around your wrist – the ‘memory
metal’ in the strap will keep it firmly
in place so your bloke can enjoy his
workout. £19.99; currys.co.uk

6 Suits you
Make sure your man is a happy
camper with this MusucBag Classic
sleeping bag. He'll be the envy
of everyone huddling round
the campfire for warmth.
£99.99; firebox.com

5 Eye saviour
Clinique’s award-
winning Anti-fatigue
Cooling Eye Gel
under-eye cooling
serum will help erase
the telltale signs of late
nights out with the lads.
15ml, £21; clinique.co.uk

1 Christmas jumper
Keep your bloke cosy
this winter with this
cheery Energie Shaun
sweater. £114;
zalando.co.uk
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For foodies

7 Water wizard
Brita’s Fill&Go water filter bottle
purifies water as you drink it.
Change the filter on this 600ml
bottle every week for fresh, pure
water on the go, BPA-free. £14.99
(inc four filters); brita.co.uk

2 Perfect pudding
Grab a quick, low-calorie frozen treat
with Yonanas’ healthy ice-cream
maker. Use bananas and other frozen
fruit to create a dairy free, healthy
alternative to ice cream – yum!
£14.99; bid.tv/yonanas

at

zen

1 Family friend
Renée Elliott, founder of Planet
Organic, has published a family
cookbook featuring delicious
recipes to suit everyone, including
fussy eaters and babies. £14.99;
planetorganic.com

3 Chocoholic’s choice
This delectable Chocolate Lover’s
Hamper collection from Planet
Organic contains Green & Blacks
mini bars, dark chocolate ginger
biscuits, Yogi chocolate tea and
more! £45; planetorganic.com

8 Bags of taste
These handy, reusable silicone
bags from Prepology can be filled
with tea or spices. Great for
preparing exotic curries or for
holding homemade teas! £14 for
four; qvcuk.com

4 Slice and dice
One for spud lovers! This Joseph
Joseph Switch peeler has a
standard blade and a julienne
blade behind safety covers.
£8; josephjoseph.com

5 Daily treat
Big kids will love
this Prestat
advent calendar
– hiding behind
each window are the finest quality
truffles in tantalising flavours.
Splash out for someone who’s
worth it! £30; prestat.co.uk

6 Once you pop...
This SMA Retro Mini Hot Air Popcorn
Maker is so cute and simple to use.
It uses hot air rather than oil to
produce a healthy snack. £24.99;
Selfridges.com

7
Brit
pu
Ch
bo
wa

blade behind
£8; josephjoseph.com

truf
Splash out for
worth it! £3
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It may still be a few weeks away, but getting on top of your
wellbeing now will ensure you enjoy the party season to

the full and stay healthy all the way through until new year

WORDS: Charlotte Haigh MacNeil PHOTOGRAPHY: Ian Derry

SURVIVAL
Your festive

PLAN

Health&Fitness 63

party season prep

A t this time of year, the pressure’s
on to look and feel your best.
Yes, you want to dazzle at all the

parties and look stunning in your sequinned
frock – but you also want to feel your best,
fizzing with energy and vitality to help you
keep going through all the late nights and
Christmas shopping, avoiding the bugs that
do the rounds at this time of year.
Yet it’s not easy to stay on top form during
the festive season. Late nights, stress and
hefty servings of sugary, fatty food, washed
down with copious amounts of wine, can all
take a toll on your body, leaving you tired,
bloated and more susceptible to colds and ’flu.
And that in turn can affect your appearance.
For example, if you’re acne prone, you’re more
likely to experience flare-ups. And nobody
looks their best if they’ve skimped on sleep.
However, priming your body beforehand can
help ensure you stay at your peak, battle the
bugs and make the most of Christmas. Start
now and sail through the festivities with our
expert health advice.

START PREPARING NOW
1 Pretox!
A couple of weeks of healthy eating can
help prepare your body so it’s ready for
the onslaught of Christmas pudding, roast
potatoes and booze. ‘Choose a combination
of protein and complex carbohydrates, avoid
sugary, fatty foods and eat little and often,’

says nutrition consultant Ian Marber. For
example, start your day with poached eggs on
rye bread, for lunch try a wholemeal pitta
stuffed with houmous and salad, then choose
lean meat or fish with steamed vegetables
for dinner. In between meals, choose some
balancing snacks, such as an apple with a
handful of seeds, cottage cheese with

oatcakes or a plain yoghurt with some dried
cranberries and flaked almonds. ‘You’ll be
taking in good levels of nutrients, important
for energy and immunity,’ says Marber. He
also recommends hydrating with water and
herbal teas – fennel and nettle are good
detoxifying choices. Should you go alcohol-
free for a few weeks before Christmas? Not
necessarily – the enzymes that break down
alcohol are produced when you drink, so
abstaining could actually lower your tolerance.
Our advice is to keep alcohol to a minimum.
At this stage, stick to a maximum of one or
two alcoholic drinks each day, with three
alcohol-free days each week.

2 Boost your sleep bank
Stock up on good sleep now – it could cut
your risk of catching Christmas bugs. Research
from Carnegie Mellon University, US, shows
sleeping for less than seven hours a night
affects your immunity and raises your risk of a
cold. And sleeping well may help you stick to
your pre-Christmas healthy eating regime.
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‘Poor sleep increases levels of the hunger
hormone ghrelin, and lowers levels of leptin,
linked with feelings of satiety,’ explains Dr Russell
Foster, chair of circadian neuroscience at Oxford
University. ‘It can also affect your mood, making
you more likely to feel anxious or low.’
Prioritise sleep – try to get into a routine of
going to bed and rising at the same time each
day. ‘If possible, get some daylight first thing in
the morning, as this helps to “set” your body
clock,’ says Foster – this will help to ensure you
have the energy you need through the day and
feel tired when it’s time to go to bed. Take half an
hour to wind down before sleep – switch off the
telly, put on the radio, read a book and have a
warm bath to help you relax enough to nod off.

3 Supercharge your immune system
Good sleep and food are your immunity building
blocks, but a little fine tuning will help keep you
fighting fit. A US review of studies found taking
echinacea alongside vitamin C reduced cold
incidence by 86 per cent, so adding a daily
supplement to your diet will provide a little
extra boost to keep you fighting fit. Try A Vogel
Echinaforce (£16.69 for 100ml; hollandand
barrett.co.uk). Vitamin D also has a role to play
in immunity – studies have shown it’s crucial in
activating our defences to fight off infections.
Try Emergen-C Vitamin D and Calcium (£17.29
for 30 sachets; nutritioncentre.co.uk) and for
all-round support, try Vitabiotics Immunace
Extra (£10.15 for 30 tabs; vitabiotics.com).

4 Prep your looks
Infuse your skin with antioxidants for a clear,
glowing complexion. ‘Vitamins A, C and E help
fight the free radicals linked with inflammation
and ageing, so can help improve acne, rosacea,
wrinkles and pigmentation,’ explains Margo

Marrone, founder of The Organic Pharmacy.
In the morning, smooth on a vitamin C
serum, such as Kiehl’s Powerful-Strength
Line-Reducing Concentrate (£49 for 50ml;
kiehls.co.uk). Allow it to soak in, then follow
with a vitamin-packed face cream such as
The Organic Pharmacy Antioxidant Face
Cream (£39.95 for 50ml; theorganicpharmacy.
com), before smoothing on your usual
daytime SPF. At night, cleanse thoroughly
with a mild product – try The Body Shop
Vitamin E Gentle Facial Wash (£8 for 100ml;
thebodyshop.co.uk).
Don’t forget your body. Focus on the areas
your party frock will reveal, particularly those
it’s easy to neglect, such as your back and
upper arms. ‘Try dry skin brushing,’ says
Marrone. This helps get lymph and circulation
flowing and whisks away dead skin cells that
cause spots and flaky patches. Every day,
before your shower, brush briskly towards
your heart with a dry skin brush – try the
Elemis Skin Brush (£20; timetospa.co.uk).

WHAT TO DO IN
PARTY SEASON
1 Energise
Let’s face it, getting to the gym can be harder
once the party season’s underway. But
keeping going with some kind of exercise
regime will not only burn off some of those
mince pie calories, it’ll also help you deal with
stress and feel fresher and more energised.
If you can’t do your usual workout, at least try
to get out for a walk each day. According to
Foster, some of the known mood-boosting
effects of walking outside may be connected
to exposure to daylight as much as the
exercise itself – so if tensions are running high

on Christmas Day, a crisp morning stroll could
make all the difference. And look out for
opportunities to exercise throughout the
festive season. Dance at parties and walk
between shops rather than taking the bus
when you’re out buying presents.

2 Stay sane
Even if you can’t hit the sack early every night,
it’s vital to grab sleep whenever you can. ‘Too
many late nights can upset your body clock,
which will affect your energy and mood
throughout the day,’ says Foster. Stick as
much as possible to your usual sleep routine,
even if you’re out a lot. If you get in very late,
resist the urge to lie in – try to get up at your
usual time and get straight back into your
sleep regime.
Take time out – being around people
constantly can be draining, particularly if
you’re with relatives who wind you up, so
plan some me-time over the festive season,
whether that’s a night in with a box set or
a visit to an art gallery. Even a long soak in
the bath in the evening will give you some
much-needed space to sort your thoughts.
‘When you’re busy, it’s important to learn
that it’s fine to say “no” sometimes,’ points
out psychotherapist Jules McClean. Try to
plan ahead so you can prioritise the important
social events but avoid those you don’t really
need to go to.

3 Boost your beauty regime
Even if you’ve been looking after your skin,
it’s wise to have some troubleshooters on
standby for those days your complexion’s a
little worse for wear. If your eyes betray a late
night, try wrapping an ice cube in tissue, then
holding it over each eye – the cold will

EAT TO BEAT A
HANGOVER
While there’s no magic solution,
there are some tricks to help stave
off that hangover. We all know to
drink lots of water during and after
sessions on the booze. If you find
fruit juice is too acidic for your
stomach to cope with, try herbal
teas and effervescent vitamins as
an alternative with some flavour.
Eggs are high in cysteine, which is
believed to help break down the
toxins linked with hangovers, so try
scrambled eggs on brown toast to
help steadily raise your blood sugar.
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Boost your skin with
products containing

vitamins A, C and E
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help constrict blood vessels and reduce any
swelling. To perk up tired skin before a party,
try Elemis Visible Brilliance (£42 for 30ml;
timetospa.co.uk), a luminosity-boosting
serum packed with seaweed and
minerals to give your skin an
instant lift. If spots crop up,
tackle them with Dermalogica
Overnight Clearing Gel (£39.50
for 50ml; dermalogica.co.uk).

4 Eat smart
Yes, it’s Christmas, but that doesn’t
mean you have to live on unhealthy
foods. ‘There are a lot of healthy options
around, from Brussels sprouts to nuts and
satsumas, so try to fill up on those rather
than fatty, sugary foods,’ says Marber. He
recommends having a healthy snack before you
head out to a party – that way, you won’t arrive
ravenous and make straight for the buffet table.
Try eating a couple of oatcakes spread with
almond or cashew butter. ‘Choose nuts and fruit
instead of crisps, and try not to drink too much
alcohol – not only is it high in sugar, it lowers
your ability to make healthy choices,’ says
Marber. Top up spirits with mixers, have spritzers
and avoid too many dark drinks, such as brandy
and red wine, which have higher concentrations
of substances called congeners, associated with
more severe hangovers. And don’t hang around
near the food – fill your plate then move away,
or it’ll be too tempting to keep nibbling. For
Christmas Day itself, Marber advises that you
choose lean turkey breast meat and lots of
steamed vegetables with just a few roast
potatoes, and try keep pudding portions small.

TOP TIP
Keep nuts and fruitaround the house,rather than chocolates,and eat panettonerather than Christmascake as it containsfewer calories.

EXPERTS’ TOP
PARTY SEASON
SURVIVAL TIPS
Ian Marber, nutrition consultant

‘I pace myself and never go out two nights
running; I catch up with people straight
after work, not later in the evening, so
I don’t have too many late nights; and I
take a probiotic and also a little extra zinc
to help keep my immune system firing.’
Lorraine Jones, podiatrist

‘I always wear trainers to do the Christmas
shopping – it’s stressful enough without
having uncomfortable feet too. If I’m going
out, I only put heels on at the very last
minute, just before I go into a party.’
Jules McClean, psychotherapist

and aromatherapist
‘I add a drop of lavender essential oil to my
forefingers and massage my temples if I feel
tense or have a headache.’
Uchenna Okoye, dentist

'I nibble on strawberries, which contain
natural fluoride to strengthen teeth against
sweet festive treats that are hard to avoid.'

■
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Cold Feel run-down during winter?
Boost your vitality with these
handy bug-beating products

4 TIME TO ALKALISE
Alkalive is a potent blend of
supergreens, designed to boost
your immune system, enhance
your energy levels and help to
restore your body’s natural
alkaline balance. Packed with
chlorophyll-rich wheat grass
powder, barley grass, alfalfa,
chlorella and spirulina.
£35 for 500g; alkalive.co.uk.

5 DLUX VITAMINS
Sufficient levels of vitamin D are
essential for a healthy immune
system. DLux1000 is a convenient
daily oral spray that delivers this
vital vitamin straight into your
bloodstream – it’s 100% natural,
and with a great taste! Available
from Holland & Barrett and
independent health stores. £6.95
for 100 sprays; betteryou.uk.com.

1 IMMUNE SUPPORT
Now that winter’s arrived, it’s
time to look after your immune
system. Vitabiotics Immunace
Extra Protection contains 28
micronutrients, including vitamins
A, C and E, plus vitamin D3, which
contributes to the normal function
of the immune system. Immunace
Extra Protection, £10.15, from
Boots and vitabiotics.com.

2

4

3

2 AMAZING GREENS
Berry Green SuperFood is a
premium blend of superfoods
that provides amazing energy and
immune-boosting benefits. With
antioxidant-rich goji and açai
berries, it’s both delicious and
nutritious. Blend into juice or
a smoothie for a powerful hit.
£29.99 for 30 servings;
amazinggrassuk.com.

3 LIVING NUTRIENTS
Give your body the vitamins and
minerals it needs and strengthen
your immune system too.
With important health-giving
compounds, Terranova Living
Multinutrient is made from a
holistic, synergistic blend of
ethically sourced ingredients.
£14.99 for 50 caps, Kinetic
Natural Products; 08450 725825.

5

handy bug beating products

BUSTERS

promotion
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If you want radiant skin and lustrous hair all through the party
season, take a look at the latest trend in beauty

WORDS: Annabelle Hood

oilsPrecious
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W hether you want
silky smooth legs,
a blemish-free
complexion, glossy hair,
or simply want to look

your best for the party season, there’s a
beauty oil that can help. With their nutrient-
rich credentials, plus a host of moisturising,
balancing and regenerative properties,
beauty oils have fast taken over serums and
balms as the wonder product of the year.
Clarins, Decléor and Darphin were some
of the first beauty companies to introduce
the concept of botanical face and body oils.
And now a host of cult brands have followed
suit, including Neal’s Yard, Ole Henriksen,
ESPA, Aromatherapy Associates, Liz Earle
and organic spa brands such as Ila.
You can use beauty oils in a variety of ways
to seal in essential moisture, either during or
after a shower, like a naturally protective skin
barrier – after all, our skin naturally produces
its own oil called sebum.
Oils can also tame frizzy hair and add a
sexy sheen to party skin, when applied to
your décolleté, arms and shins. If you don’t
like the greasy feel of oils, a new generation
of ‘dry’ oils are easily absorbed into the skin
without leaving a slick behind.
‘Oils have been used for centuries in skin
and haircare all over the world, particularly
in Africa, the Middle East and Asia,’ says
Sandrine Sylva, from Argan+, which makes
Moroccan argan oil products. ‘Oils are rich
in antioxidants, vitamins, minerals, essential
fatty acids and other valuable nutrients for
the skin, helping regenerate skin cells while
being deeply replenishing, nourishing,
softening and rebalancing.’
And with the cold front of winter edging
in, making dry and chapped skin a problem
for many, there’s no better time of year to
experience their benefits. ‘The effects of
central heating and cold weather can leave
skin dehydrated and sensitive,’ says Kerstin
Florian’s Dawn Spurgeon. ‘Essential oils help
create a conditioning protective layer and
lock in hydration. During the festive season,
we expose ourselves to more free-radical
damage by eating rich food, drinking alcohol
and burning the candle at both ends.’
Here’s the lowdown on the best face, body
and hair oils to leave you glowing with health
in no time.

YOUR FACE
Just a drop or two of oil (containing
micro-molecules small enough to penetrate

For deep cleansing

Shu Uemura’s Ultimate8 Sublime
Beauty Cleansing Oil (£34 for
150ml; shuuemera.co.uk) scores
highly in trials and is said to
help eight skin problems. It
smoothes, moisturises,

revitalises and
nourishes the skin.

For dehydrated eyes

Use Dr Hauschka’s Eye Contour Day
Balm (£28.45 for 10ml; drhauschka.
co.uk) in the morning for rich eye
protection against crow’s feet.
It contains
castor seed,
peanut, jojoba
and apricot
kernel oils.

inst crow’s feet.

For oily skin types
ESPA Balancing Face Treatment
Oil (£53 for 28ml; espaonline.com),
formulated with clarifying lemon,
rose geranium, soothing rose
damascena and hydrating
avocado, restores equilibrium
to stressed, congested or
dehydrated oily skin without
blocking your pores.

For a plumped complexion
Barefoot Botanicals Rosa Fina
Face & Décolletage Oil (£27.95
for 15ml; barefoot-botanicals.
com) is a light, rosacea-friendly
oil that instantly rejuvenates,
thanks to the rosa mosqueta
oil it contains – a magic wand
for party-worn, blemished skin,
and wrinkles.

For winter protection
Pat a few drops of Kerstin
Florian’s Rehydrating Neroli Oil
(£27.50 for 15ml; kerstinflorian.
co.uk) over clean skin, add
to your moisturiser or use
bi-weekly instead of night cream.
It contains nurturing bitter orange
flower and marjoram oils.

For radiance
Neal’s Yard Remedies Rejuvenating
Frankincense Facial Oil (£26.75
for 30ml; nealsyardremedies.com)
is a blend of frankincense,
myrrh, baobab and omega-
rich botanical oils that’ll
tone your skin and reduce
the appearance of fine
lines and wrinkles.
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the skin) when used beneath your moisturiser,
can help the moisture sink deeper in to the
dermal layers than simply using moisturiser
alone. At the end of the day, an oil-based
cleanser will help to clear pores of built up
grime and prevent outbreaks. At night, a
rich face oil can be a deeply nourishing
replacement for your regular night cream.
Natural sebum levels fall as we age, so skin,
particularly in winter, needs a helping hand.
You may think that putting an oil onto an
oily skin would make matters worse and that
oils are better suited to dry skin, but the
opposite may be true, depending on the oil’s
formulation. In the same way that harsh
anti-acne products can strip away the skin’s

naturally protective acid mantle layer (causing
the complexion to churn out more oily
sebum to compensate), a beauty oil can
actually help regulate how much oil your skin
naturally produces. Just ensure you find the
right formulation for greasy skin and use it
sparingly. We know that tea tree has great
anti-bacterial properties
for treating spots, but
face oils have
other uses, from
oil-based
cleansers, to
solid balms
and unguent
face oils.

Wind down
At bedtime, massage inDream Face Oil by HeavenSkincare, £25.30 for 25ml;heavenskincare.com, withjasmine, lavender and
geranium to nourish skin
and help you nod off.
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YOUR HAIR
The use of oils for hair is something of a
science, according to oleotherapy hair expert
and author Julie Gabriel. ‘Oils help regulate
sebum production in your scalp in the same
way face oils work on your skin,’ she explains.
Heavier oils such as shea butter and castor-oil
(which has quite a following for its alleged
hair-stimulating properties) have larger
molecules that can weigh flyaway hair down.
Lighter oils such as avocado or almond are
suited to most hair types. Argan oil is best
used to add gloss to medium-to-thick hair,
as it’s quite viscous. Lighter, drier oils such
as coconut and grape seed are ideal for fine,
flyaway hair. Clarified jojoba is lighter still,
having had its wax removed.
For a weekly deep-conditioning hair
treatment, work your chosen oil into

dampened hair, pop on a shower cap, and lie
back in the bath for 20 minutes. The heat
helps the oil to sink in to your hair shafts. You
may have to shampoo it out two to three
times, before following with your regular
conditioner. Experiment to see what works
best for your hair type.

Tame the frizz
Specialists from John Frieda to Kérastase,
Ojon to Fushi are offering high-tech oil
products for frizz or curl control and damaged
hair. The award-winning success of Philip
Kingsley’s pre-cleansing hair mask ‘The
Elasticizer’ is in part due to its natural castor
and olive oil content that helps ‘lock in’
moisture and fortifies hair’s keratin proteins.
Moroccan argan oil is used in Fushi’s Really
Good Hair Oil (£15.95 for 100ml; fushi.co.uk).

YOUR BODY
There’s a reason why body builders slather
it on – body oil flatters the contours of
toned arms, backs and arms, and the latest
formulations offer a range of benefits,
from firming to detoxing and even the
added benefit of minerals, depending
on their formulations.
Elemis’ Lime & Ginger Salt Glow unguent
body scrub is one of their bestsellers. But in
the same way as rich oily bath oils leave an oil

slick behind, your partner won’t thank you
unless you clean the bath afterwards.
Post-shower or bath, you can slather on
oil-rich body butters and solid body balms,
which deliver the healing benefits of essential
oils in a solid oil carrier. Bear in mind that your
skin can absorb up to 60 per cent of what you
slather on to it, so make sure the oils you are
using are organic and as natural as possible, to
avoid chemical nasties. Apply body oils to wet
skin to get the most moisturising benefits.

For fragrant,
glossy hair
Kérastase Elixir Ultime (£34.50 for
125ml; kerastase.co.uk) is a new
scented hair oil containing its
hair-taming ‘Oleo complexe’.
Tailored to four hair types,
from fine and sensitised
to colour-damaged.

For extra TLC
Leave the corn germ oil,
camelia oil and karanja
oil-packed Phyto Subtil Elixir
(£24.50 for 75ml; John Lewis
and Selfridges) on your hair
for 10 minutes once or twice
a week before shampooing
for a shine boost.

For split ends
Shu Uemura Essence Absolue
(£39.50 for 150ml,
shuuemuraartofhair.com)
contains camelia oil to
condition hair and give
it a glossy shine. Use it
before you wash your
hair or as a leave-in
conditioner to help beat
straw-like tresses.

For repair
Ojon’s Rare Blend Oil Total Hair
Therapy (£29 for 45ml; ojon.co.uk),
contains seven natural oils
said to tackle damaged locks,
fight frizz, and protect against
heat damage. This treatment is
designed to replenish lost oils.
Massage a few drops in your
palm, then apply to your hair
before styling.
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For sensuous skin
Shiffa’s Sensual Body Oil (£50 for
100ml; zuneta.com), is a balancing
body oil made with jojoba, neem
and calendula oils to deeply
moisturise the skin. Scented with
geranium and sandalwood, this
oil will also invigorate the mind.

For great skin,
hair and nails
Supplement your diet with Udo’s
Choice Ultimate Oil Blend (£10.99
for 500ml; udoschoice.co.uk) and
get the essential fatty acids you
need for a healthy body and mind.

For an organic
beauty boost

Viridian Ultimate 100% Organic
Beauty Oil (£9.50 for 200ml;
viridian-nutrition.com) is rich in
omega-3, -6 and -9. Keep it in the
fridge and add it to smoothies or
salad dressings.

For spa R&R
For the ultimate in luxury oil treatments,
head off to L’Andana Spa, on Tuscany’s
Badiola Estate. ESPA’s signature Olive
Oil and Lavender Body and Face
Treatment(£48 for 110 minutes) uses
‘And’Olio’ extra virgin olive oil, fresh
from the estate’s olive groves. ‘Extra
virgin olive oil is one of the best-kept
beauty secrets,’ says Elisa Silvestri,
ESPA SPA manager at L’Andana. ‘Its
antioxidants protect skin, improve
elasticity and repair skin-damage – the
perfect antidote to too much winter sun
when skiing, or to festive junk food.’ A
stay at L’Andana costs from £450pp for
two nights’ b&b; andana.it.

For inch loss
After 28 days’ use of Caudalíe
Contouring Concentrate (£25.50 for
75ml; caudalie.com), trials showed an
improvement of up to two grades of
cellulite (which is graded from 0 – no
visible cellulite when skin is pinched; to
3 – cellulite is visible when lying down).

For multi-purpose use
The Body Shop Beautifying Oils,
(£9 for 100ml; bodyshop.co.uk)
are multi-purpose dry oils for the
body, face and hair that come in
11 core fragrances and contain
Fair Trade Namibian marula nut
oil, Hawaiian kukui nut oil and
sweet almond oil.

For relaxation
Pour two capfuls of Blend
Collective’s Silky Bath &
Shower oil (£24.95 for 100ml;
blendcollective.co.uk) into your
bath or massage into skin during
your shower. Sandalwood and
other scents help you unwind.

For dry skin and eczema
‘With incredibly high EPA and DHA levels,
this fish oil has 700mg of omega-3 in each
capsule,’ says nutritionist Dr Sam Christie.
‘Taking omega-3 fats mean skin is less likely
to dry out and become prone to itching and
redness. Nerve-fortifying high-potency fish
oils are great for anyone suffering low energy
or low mood through the winter, too.’ Try
Nature’s Best Fish Oil (£14.50 for 180 capsules;
naturesbest.co.uk). ■

For soft, smooth
party skin
Ole Henriksen’s anti-inflammatory
Lavender Body Oil (£31 for 355ml;
Harvey Nichols) can be used on the
skin after showering, as a body
massage oil or a cleanser.

For an instant sheen
Champneys’ new Dream of Distant
Shores Dry Body Oil (£10 for 100ml;
Boots) is perfect for going straight
from the gym to the Christmas party.
It contains citrus, cedarwood and
tropical fruit oils that won’t stain
your party dress.

YOUR DIET
Beauty really does start from within. ‘Lack of
essential fatty acids constitutes the most
neglected aspect of a beauty regime for
healthy, radiant skin,’ says Dr Udo Erasmus,
author of the book Fats that Heal, Fats that Kill
(Alive Books, £19.99). Essential Fatty Acids
(EFAs) are necessary for reducing
inflammation in the body, which can
accelerate ageing. However we can’t make
EFAs ourselves, so we have to get them

through diet. EFAs are polyunsaturated fatty
acids and the best-known are omega-3 and
omega-6. We tend to get enough omega-6
(present in foods including meat, cooking oils,
nuts, eggs and avocados) but need to eat
more omega-3. Particularly rich food sources
of omega-3 include oily fish such as sardines
and salmon, flax seeds (also known as
linseeds) and walnuts. These days, there are
lots of capsules and oils containing these EFAs
to help you easily reach your daily quotas.

F

F

or low mood through the winter, too. Try
Nature’s Best Fish Oil (£14.50 for 180 capsules;
naturesbest.co.uk). ■
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Get ahead of the piste-pack with our pick of
this winter’s hottest snow trends

WORDS: Emma Wall

THE SKI

LIST
COOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOLCOOL

SKI & SPA
What better way to end
your day on the slopes than
soaking in a hot tub or having

a massage to sort out your aching
muscles? With more luxury spa
hotels popping up in winter resorts,
this is a new trend we’re loving!
We’d just love to stay at The
Cambrian, a member of Design
Hotels that’s nestled in the Swiss
Alps, just 200m from the village
of Abelboden. There’s easy access
to over 210km of pistes in the
Adelboden-Frutigen-Lenk ski region
– plenty to keep any skier happy for
a week. The hotel also boasts an
indoor pool, 750m spa area including
Finnish sauna and treatment rooms,
and a gym. Seven nights at the
Cambrian in January 2013 starts
from £1,987 for two people;
designhotels.com.
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The outdoor thermal
infinity pool with
stunning views can’t
fail to relax you
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THE JACKET
Say goodbye to
a red raw chin,
with Arc’teryx’s
Sidewinder Gore-

Tex jacket. Its clever
front zip curves away
from your face to
avoid rubbing.
This bright jacket
will keep you
visible on the
slopes and
block the
elements
out. £480;
arcteryx.com.

THE
TROUSERS
If you’re warm
and dry, you’ll
enjoy your
holiday so
much more.
The North Face’s
Deidre pants are
cosy, stretchy,
waterproof and
breathable. And
what a great
colour! £240;
thenorthface.
com/eu.

EASTERN
PROMISE
Heading to the other side of the
world might not be the most

obvious choice for a skiing holiday, but
a trip to Japan is well worth it, giving you
ultimate snow conditions and a unique
cultural experience in one. Japan is now
well known among keen skiers for its deep
powder snow, and its volcanic landscape

provides thousands of natural hot
springs to take advantage of after a day
on the slopes.
Crystal Ski offers some exciting packages
to sample these highlights, plus experience
a stay in bustling Tokyo. Prices start from
£1,747 per person, including return flights
from Heathrow via Tokyo to Sapporo,
transfers to and from the airport to Niseko
Hilton Hotel resort, six nights B&B and a
one-night stay in Tokyo.

5555555554444444444444444
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TOP
TIP

Winter
holidays dry

out your skin
so moisturise
well at night. TryClinique’s Moisture SurgeIntense, £32 for 50ml;0870 034 2566.

BUDGET BREAKS
Ski holidays aren’t just the preserve
of the rich any more, thank
goodness. Tour operators are now

offering great-value packages so you can hit
the slopes without breaking the bank. This is
particularly great news if you’re a beginner
who’s worried about forking out for
something you may not like. Check out
companies such as Neilson, Thomson and
family specialists Esprit Ski for deals.
Crystal Ski (crystalski.co.uk) also has great
packages to top European destinations,
where you can learn to ski for free. The deal
is open to 300 beginners on a first-come,
first-served basis. You pay for flights and
accommodation and get your ski package
(with ski pass, equipment hire and tuition) for
free! Flights leave UK airports on January 12
or 19 and March 9 or 16, so book up, quick!
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APRÈS SKI
MECCA
If you love a party as
much as the piste,
Méribel, in the heart of
France’s 3 Valleys, is the
place to be. The Les Saint
Pères in Parc Olympique
(lessaintperes.com) is a
top winter season party
venue, with DJs until the
small hours. For a more
local vibe, Le Poste de
Secours bar is where the
French locals love to
party. To top it all, La Folie
Douce (lafoliedouce.com)
a popular club from Val
Thorens and Val d’Isère,
is also opening in
Méribel this season.
Visit meribel.net for
more information.

8888888888888888

GASTRONOMIC
GETAWAYS
Ski holidays are fast becoming more than just a

week on the slopes with a few beers and burgers. Make
the most of your increased appetite by splashing out
on some top-quality meals. France is the home of the
Michelin star, and the mountainous Savoie Mont Blanc
region boasts a whopping 31 Michelin-starred restaurants.
Sample lunch in the L’Auberge du Pois Prin in Chamonix
from €27 or try the chef’s table at La Bouitte in Saint
Martin de Belleville; see savoie-mont-blanc.com.
Italy is always a favourite destination for hardcore
foodies, and the Alta Badia ski area in the Dolomites
combines the perfect wintersports and gourmet getaway.
Kick off the season with the Gourmet Ski Safari on
December 2. Over a week, you’ll experience new skiing
areas by day, followed by evenings filled with wine tasting
and southern Tyrolean and Italian cuisines – bliss!
For more information, email info@altabadia.org.

7777777777777777
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6666666666666666 THE
SKI
BOOTS
These look

so cool we wish we
could do the tricks
necessary to justify
wearing them!
Salomon’s Focus park
and pipe boots come
in three bright
colours. £200;
salomon.com.

YOUR SKI BOOT
BUYING GUIDE
Find a perfect fit with these tips
from ski boot fitting expert, Michelle
Wilcox from Profeet (profeet.co.uk).
Boots often feel too small
when you first put them on,
but get into ski position and
your toes should move back
from the end of the boot.
Different brands suit
different foot shapes,
so try lots on.
Adding footbeds into
boots can make them
more comfortable.
Wear good-quality
ski socks, not too
thick or too thin.

TOP TIP
Emily Sarsfield,
Britain’s No.1

ski-cross athlete, uses
Natural Hero’s sports

recovery products.
Try The Hot Ginger

Muscle Rub for aching
legs. £9.99 for 100ml;
hollandbarrett.co.uk.

EVENT!
Watch some

of the word’s bestfemale skiers at theWomen’s Alpine SkiWorld Cup, Méribel,France; February23-24, 2013.
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ECO ESCAPE
Help keep snow on the
planet by visiting a green
resort. Combine eco

friendly with luxury at Whitepod, Les
Cerniers in the Swiss Alps (whitepod.com).
The white canvas geodesic tents blend
perfectly with their surroundings, while the
wooden platforms mean there’s minimal
impact on the ground. Each pod has a

private terrace, wood-burning stove,
Scandinavian-style bathroom with
warmed spring water and the latest
insulation technology to
keep you cosy day and night.

All the furniture comes from
recycled material or sustainable
Swiss wood and waste is recycled
according to local authority
guidelines. Enjoy the 10K of
pistes and a get-away-from-it-all
time in the mountains. Prices
start at £238 per night including
breakfast. EasyJet flies from 10
UK airports to Geneva, then it’s
an hour-long train journey.
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YOGA & SKI
Ever come back from an action-
packed ski break needing another
holiday? The latest yoga and skiing

breaks solve this problem. Ski pros love yoga
for the strength and balance it gives them.
Not only will it boost your stamina so you can
hit the slopes hard, but your body and mind
will be relaxed and renewed. Adventure Yogi
(adventureyogi.com) offers week-long breaks
in La Rosière in the French Alps. Start your
day with a dynamic one-hour yoga class to
get you pumped up to tackle those tough
powder runs, then unwind with a longer,
more relaxing yoga session post-piste.
Afterwards, pamper yourself with a massage,
have a dip in the hot tub or simply enjoy
a glass of wine in front of a roaring fire.
SnowYogi holidays take place on March 2-9
and 9-16, 2013, priced from £695 per person
full board, excluding flights.

999999999

TOP TIP
Practising dailyyoga poses such asDownward facing dogcan help strengthen themuscles around yourhands, wrists, feet
and ankles.

THE GOGGLES
These comfy, scratch-
resistant Anon Somerset
goggles boast a really
wide field of vision –

particularly good for snowboarders
heading down the piste sideways!
£120, anonoptics.com.
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THE
HELMET
Lightweight
but full of

style, this high-performance
Giro Lure helmet has good
venting, comes in five chic
colours, and it’s easy to
adjust its fit. £130; ellis-
brigham.com.

NORTHERN
DELIGHTS
Scandinavia has
breathtaking scenery

and perfect powder, and this winter
is set to be the best time for
glimpsing the fabulous Northern
Lights. Mix an action-packed few
days of skiing or snowboarding
with a journey through some truly
dramatic scenery. With Ski Safari,
you can travel on the Bergen railway
through majestic national parkland
and ski in Norway’s well-known
resorts of Voss and Geilo on the
way. You can also try cross-country
skiing and discover the UNESCO
world heritage site Nærøyfjord, the
narrowest fjord in the world, on
the way. The 10-night Fjords
and Mountains trip, including
accommodation, direct flights and
transfers, costs £989pp based on
two adults sharing; skisafari.com.
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THE
SNOWBOARD
The Bataleon
Violenza is the
perfect board for
those who like to
play on the whole
mountain, be it
on piste, in the
powder or in the
park. And it's oh
so pretty to
boot! £350,
snowboard-
asylum.com.
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SAVVY SNOW
BARGAINS
Join the Ski Club of Great
Britain (skiclub.co.uk) and get
25% off equipment hire in

resorts if you pre-book.
Hire ski suits from
simplypiste.com for
£2 per day.
If the resort you
fancy is very
expensive, see if

there’s a smaller resort nearby
that links to the same area –
it’ll probably be cheaper to
stay there.
Book last-minute for a
bargain (and to guarantee
good snow), unless you’re a
big group, in which case book
early for the best deals!
Refreshments up the
mountain are expensive
– wear a small backpack with a
bottle of water and snacks in it.

TOP
TIP

Weatherproof
your hair with LeeStaf ford ClimateControl ProtectionSpray on wet or dryhair. £5.99 for

150ml; boots.
com.

THE X
FACTOR
Combine your
holiday with a

look at some of the industry’s
best pro riders at the Winter X
Games in Tignes, France. Over
three days, more than 150
athletes compete in thrilling
slopestyle and halfpipe routines.
They also party hard at night, so
join in the fun!
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resorts if you pre-boo
Hire ski suits from
simplypiste.com
£2 per day.
If the resort
fancy is very
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Good socks are a must
to make your ski
experience comfier.

These cool 1000 mile snowsports
socks have padded shins plus
arch and Achilles tendon supports.
They’re also built to last. £15.99;

1000mile.co.uk.

Be amazed
by the tricks
in the half pipe
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APRÈS-SKI
STYLE
Forget the drab
jeans and jumper

combo – ski brands and high-street
collections are upping the stakes
when it comes to off-the-slopes
style. Our favourite finds of the
season include the Aigle
Womens Middleton Down
Jacket, £265, cotswoldoutdoors.
com, inspired by a certain Royal
who loves the slopes. The
beautiful down-filled parka blends
great looks with warmth and
practicality. Throw the light
weight Knitted Yama Cardi,
£42, topshop.com, over a black
vest and jeans. The on-trend Aztec
print, comfy knit and vibrant
colours will keep you cosy and cute
on the post-piste party circuit.
And top off your outfit with the

cutest of hats. The Barts Vicky
Beret adds a dash of European
chic and the chunky knit will keep
you toasty warm as you dodge
the snowflakes. £16.99;
cotswoldoutdoor.com.
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GET SKI-FIT IN
4 EASY MOVES

Try this quick home-circuit by H&F’s fitness editor Lucy Miller
to get you in slopeside shape in time for your ski holiday.
Repeat the circuit three times per session and aim to do it
three times a week for six weeks before you hit the piste.

3Rotating
side plank

Go into a side plank,
resting on your left arm,
with your elbow under
your shoulder. Bring
your right hand
to your head, elbow
pointing up (a). Slowly
lower your right elbow
to touch the floor in
front of you and hold
for three seconds (b).
Do 10 times; swap sides.

you hit the pist

1Squat jumps
Start in a squat

position, getting
as low as possible (a).
Power up through your
heels and toes to jump
as high as you can
(b). Land softly and
immediately drop back
into the squat position.
Repeat 15 times.

THE SNOWBOARD
BOOTS
These Vans Snow Hi Standard
retro-look boots are based on a
model that’s been adorning the

feet of snowboarders for years, so they must
be good! They have a medium flex and are
popular with riders of all abilities,
including pros. £150; vans.com.

SKI
BOOTCAMPS
Getting snow fit is vital
for a successful ski

holiday, and going on a ski bootcamp
is the latest way to do it.
‘You need to build strength and
physical condition beforehand or you
risk either having a very sore time on
the piste or an injury that could put
you out of action for the rest of your
holiday,’ says personal trainer and
owner of StrideFit (stridefit.com) Rob
Jones. ‘Kettlebell exercises are some
of my favourite for getting clients
ski-ready. Moves with the kettlebell,
such as the deadlift and reverse lunge,
will work your glutes, hips and
hamstrings as well as your core, so

your body can handle the impact of
sharp turns and uneven terrain,’ he
says. Jones runs weekly group kettlebell
classes in Brighton and Hove.
Crossfit Tameside (crossfittameside.
com) is running SnowFit Bootcamp
sessions throughout the winter with
four weeks of intensive training
covering muscular strength,
flexibility and cardio endurance with
personalised training plans to suit you.
Or try David Lloyd Leisure’s six-week
Snowfit ViPR™ course. Available
nationwide, it promises to loosen your
joints – ankles, hips and thoracic spine
– and activate your skiing muscles
(davidlloyd.co.uk).
You could also check if your local
gym offers ski fit classes in winter.

19191919191919191919191919191919

2Side lunge to leg kick
Stand with your hands on

your hips. Take a wide step to
the right and dip into a squat,
keeping your left leg straight
and toes pointing
forward (a). Hold for
five seconds, come
back to the centre
and kick your right leg
out to the left,
keeping your toes
pointed (b). Do 10
reps on each side.

4 Glute bridge
Lie on the floor with

your knees bent, feet flat
and hands face-down
by your sides (a). Push
through your heels to
lift your bottom and
bring your thighs, pelvis
and chest into a straight
line (b). Hold for five
seconds, squeezing
your glutes. Lower
and repeat 15 times.

■

I
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Heidi Klum pulls
off the après ski
look with aplomb
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TIME TO GET
INTO SHAPE!
Fitness Superstore is the largest supplier of
HOME andCOMMERCIAL fitness
equipment in the UK

Treadmills
Cross Trainers
Rowing Machines
Exercise Bikes
Vibration Plates
Boxing Equipment
Multi Gyms
Weights and Bars
Gym Equipment
Weight Management
& Sports Nutrition

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Retailer of all top end brands including
Life Fitness • Precor •WaterRower • Vision • Reebok • Octane • Horizon

Matrix • FluidRower • Torque • Body-Solid • Tunturi• Nordic Track • Bodycore
Gaspari • Maximuscle • Reflex Nutrition

www.fitness-superstore.co.uk
0800 783 4506

9 Showrooms nationwide each with over 100 products on display so you can try before you buy

Northampton
13 Gate Lodge Close

Round Spinney
Northampton

NN3 8RJ

Surry
30/32 High Street

Frimley
Surrey

GU16 7JD

Manchester
287-291 Talbot Road

Stretford
Manchester
M32 0YA

Chester
157-167 Foregate Street

Chester
Cheshire
CH1 1HF

Gloucester
2/3 Fullers Court

131-133Westgate Street
Gloucester
GL1 2UN

London
9-21WarwickWay

Victoria
London

SW1V 1QT

Kent
30/34 Grosvenor Road

TunbridgeWells
Kent

TN1 2AP

Newcastle
Royal Quays Outlet Centre,

Coble Dene,
North Shields
NE29 6DW

Leeds
Junction 32 Retail Outlet

Tomahawk Trail
Glasshoughton

WF10 4FR
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SPORTSWEAR
SPECTACULAR!
Stumped for something
to put on your wish
list this Christmas?
Or perhaps you have a fit friend who’s
crying out for a new wardrobe? Look
no further. With 2012 being such a
big year for fitness in the UK, new
sportswear brands are popping up
all over the place. On the following
pages, we showcase some of our
favourite new brands in this month’s
fashion story. We think you’ll agree
it’ll give your workouts a boost.

Brand new style p82
Fashion news p89
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Fit fashion//Cool kit//Style advice
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PHOTOGRAPHER: Glen Burrows STYLIST: Siân Lewis

Revive your workout wardrobe with these picks from
the newest kids on the UK sports fashion block

Lorna Jane Twister Crop, £35;
XPG Loose Fit Vest, £20;

HPE Formula 40 Cropped
Leggings, £55

YOUNG
BR IGHT

THINGS
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Lorna Jane Calypso
Sports Bra, £35;
Lulu Lemon Sun
Sprinter Crop, £79
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XPG Self Stripe
Performance Vest, £22;
Lorna Jane Twister Crop
(just seen), £35;
Studio 2 Fitness Capri
Pants, £19.99
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Sweaty Betty Agile
All Sports Bra, £29;
Lorna Jane Love
2 Tank, £28;
Hey Jo Classic
Rio Leggings, £90
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Lorna Jane Twister
Crop (just seen), £35;
XPG Self Stripe
Performance Vest, £22;
Studio 2 Fitness Capri
Pants, £19.99

STOCKISTS
Lorna Jane 07718 125383 or

facebook.com/LornaJaneUK
XPG @ Debenhams

debenhams.com
Lulu Lemon lululemon.co.uk

Studio 2 dwsports.co.uk
Sweaty Betty sweatybetty.com

Human Performance Engineering
(HPE) hpe-shop.com

Hey Jo hey-jo.co/store/

Model Amanda Powell @ Nevs
Hair & Make-up Alice Theobold

using MAC make-up, label.m hair &
Belle Gel nails
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fashion news

Agoy
Recycled
Urban Bag
£25.92; AGOY.CO.UK

Eco-conscious
company Agoy
has stayed true to its
word with these new yoga bags
made from 100 per cent recycled
water bottles. They boast an
adjustable strap and zip pocket.

Serious style

FASHION
news
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party season with Simone

underwear (From £55; simone-perele.

com). It uses microfibres treated with slimming
agents such as caffeine, vitamin E and aloe vera.

Help hone your silhouette for

Perele’s new shapewear range of

Fitflop Ballerina Pumps
£85; FITFLOP.CO.UK

Bring the comfort of
Fitflop to your winter
wardrobe with these
smart Ballerina shoes.
Great for wearing
to work, the trendy
toe-cap and scoop-cut
design is available in patent
and plain leather. Keep it
safe in black or be daring
in hot cherry pink!

CELEBRITY
MAKEOVER

Add a warm layer to your
running kit with this
Patagonia Women’s Down
Sweater Full-Zip Hoody
(£200; Patagonia.co.uk),
in the style of actress
Julianne Moore. This
ultra-light, windproof
and water-resistant
jacket’s shell is made
from recycled polyester
ripstop fabric, making it

ultra durable.

3 NEW
THIS

MONTH
Ana Nichoola Bow
Peep Gloves
£24.99; ANANICHOOLA.CO.UK

Practical and cute, these
new Bow-Peep cycling
gloves from Ana Nichoola
feature comfy foam-
padded palms, grippy
silicone and a Velcro
strap. Available in four
colour combos, they’ll
brighten up your commute
or trip to the shops.

Who says sport can’t be stylish? UrbanLucy.
com was set up in 2011 by friends Sinead
Wheadon and Genvieve Welch with the
hope their site might encourage women
to celebrate their personal style while
exercising, in the same way they do on the
streets. Gone are the days of baggy old
T-shirts and ugly sweatpants – with luxury
brands such as Beyond Yoga and 15Lov, plus
more attitude-y brands such as Spiritual
Gangster, UrbanLucy.com offers sportswear
that’s functional, fashionable and flattering.
Head there now for everything from printed
leggings to sequin-embellished tote-bags.
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CONTROL
YOUR
DESTINY
A ‘can do’ attitude is
the key to a healthy
lifestyle, say researchers
at the University of Melbourne.
They found people who believe
their life can be changed by their
own actions, instead of relying on
fate and luck, tend to eat healthier
food, exercise more, smoke less
and avoid binge drinking. If you
want to change something about
your lifestyle, whether it’s quitting
smoking or starting a new fitness
regime, be proactive and tell
yourself you can do it!

Indulgent city spa break p92
Cross-country skiing in Norway p94

Moreish Moroccan dishes p96
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YOU time
Recipes //Offers//Spa //Travel
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SPA
time

XMAS

SHOPPING
SPA

THE HOTEL: You can’t get
much more in the heart of
the action than this. The
London Marriott County Hall

Hotel sits in one of London’s
finest landmark buildings, under

the watchful gaze of the London Eye and Big
Ben on the banks of the Thames with the lively
South Bank on its doorstep. It is, however, an
oasis of calm.

As you enter under the old archway, you’re
hit by the building’s stature and traditional
elegance. Enter the lobby – all dark wood,
purple hydrangeas and floating lilies – and you
leave the bustle behind and take in the imposing

SPA OF THE MONTH LONDON MARRIOTT COUNTY HALL HOTEL

scale of the hotel. But as grand as it is, it’s
certainly not stuffy or impersonal.

In order to fully appreciate the spa’s detoxing
benefits, I first indulge in a delicious meal
with wine in Gillray’s Steakhouse & Bar. The
atmosphere is relaxed, with lots of couples and
tourists enjoying the impressive sunset over the
Thames and views of Westminster through the
large windows. Service is efficient but not too
in-your-face, and the bar is the perfect retreat
post-dinner, with its art-deco-style furniture and
extensive drinks menu. Retiring to my room,
my eye’s drawn again to magical views of the
London Eye and Big Ben, now lit up and
twinkling after dark.

Must-have product
LUXURY BODY OIL
This glittering body oil from
Acorelle gives a subtle, shimmering
gold radiance while thoroughly
nourishing your skin with certified
organic jojoba and ylang ylang plant

oils. The dry oil formula means it
soaks in quickly and won’t leave
oily marks on your clothes. Perfect
for the festive party season!
£14.99 for 50ml; mypure.co.uk
andWholefoods.

Enjoy a swim in the tranquil pool
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The hotel is perfectly placed for amazingsunset views over the River Thames

FRESH-FACED
FACIAL
We tried the Antipodes Luxury
Facial at appuru Beauty
Boutique & Urban Spa, London.
My 30-minute facial begins with
a deep cleanse to rid my skin of
make-up and London grime. My
therapist uses the Antipodes

Hallelujah Lime & Patchouli Cleanser.
The gorgeous lavender and rose
scent instantly relaxes me, and I
have to fight the urge to drift off to
sleep. Next, my skin’s treated to the
AuraManuka HoneyMask, designed
to combat blemishes and leave skin
glowing. As themask works its
magic, my hands and scalp are
massaged using theOrganic

Heavenly Body Oil. The pièce de
résistance is the Hosanna H2O
Intensive Skin Plumping Serum
which, in trials, was found to
increase collagen production
by 72 per cent. I walk away
with skin that’s squeaky
clean and super toned.
antipodesnature.com;
appuru.co.uk

THE SPA: Next morning, it’s time for
another type of indulgence. The Spa
at County Hall is a perfect mixture of
elegance and sophistication. Plum, taupe
and dark woody tones soothe you in the
relaxation room as you await your
treatment. The facilities are excellent
and the staff welcoming and proficient.

If you want to earn your spa time,
you could first check out the fabulous
pool and gym facilities in The Club
– the largest hotel gym in central
London. Personal trainers are
on hand and guests can enjoy
complimentary use of the
Club’s facilities.
THE TREATMENTS: Everything
you can think of, from waxing to
massage, nail treatments and facials,
plus a host of body treatments, including
detoxing scrubs and wraps, are on offer here.
Using Murad and Decléor products, the ethos
of the spa is one of natural, but effective, beauty
care. For a pre-Christmas boost, try Decléor’s
Relaxing Massage (£80 for 55 minutes). You’ll
enjoy a gentle exfoliation, followed by a warming
massage, to leave you de-stressed and with
beautifully radiant skin.
THE CONSULTATION: You have to fill in a
questionnaire about your medical history and
general health, before having a one-to-one

consultation to help choose your treatment.
For example, if you’re having a facial, the
beauty therapist will consider your skin type
and skincare. All the natural therapies start
with an in-depth health consultation.

Due to the fact that my complexion’s
slightly irritated and inflamed, mainly from
environmental factors and a bad week’s
sleep, I opt for the Dr Murad Facial (from
£85 for 60 minutes). This is an hour of
absolute heaven. Beginning with a deep
double cleanse, my therapist Daniel
then applies a layer of Murad Sensitive
Skin Soothing Serum to restore lost
hydration and elasticity while reducing
the inflammation and redness. Licorice
and peppermint extract work to calm
irritated skin and the tingly sensation
is a bonus! My skin feels extremely
deep cleaned afterwards. While the

serum gets to work, I’m also treated to a
wonderful arm, shoulder and neck massage to
work out some office-desk-induced knots. I feel
rejuvenated after the treatment and my skin
looks plumper, with the majority of the redness
removed. Afterwards, I’m happy to face London
make-up free for the first time in ages!
WHO SHOULD GO: This is a treat for women
looking for a city break in the heart of it all.
The opulent grandeur combined with the
sophisticated and relaxed atmosphere make
it a perfect base for a group of girlfriends to relax,
unwind and have fun after a day around town.
Couples will also enjoy the hotel’s old-world
romanticism and, with the unbeatable location,
it’s ideal for a short city break.
THE PACKAGE: We reckon the ‘Shop in the City’
package would be a lovely treat for you and your
friends or mum. How about a spot of Christmas
shopping or a dash to the sales, then a session
in the spa to unwind? Between Saturday
December 1 and Friday December 28, 2012, you’ll
pay £348 per room, per night and enjoy tea and
crumpets on arrival (if you get there in the
afternoon!), accommodation in a River View
room, in-room breakfast the following day,
complimentary use of the relaxation areas in
the Spa at County Hall, plus £50 of John Lewis
vouchers to kick off your shopping spree.
marriott.co.ukYou couldn’t be staying closer to some of

London’s most famous sites
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Sheila Reid heads to Norway to brush
up on her cross-country skiing technique

FAR FROM THE
MADDING CROWD

Sunlight glistened on the crisp, white
snow and fluffy clouds raced across
the blue sky.What a superb final

day formy three-day cross-country skiing
trip, I thought, as I looked out of the hotel
window thatmorning. ButMother Nature
had other plans. As we –myself and two
Italian women – set off on a guided 16km
safari a little later, the tracks were icy and
a strongwind had blown up to test our
skills. The howling noise drowned out our
Hungarian guide Robert’s instructions,
makingme feel like Captain Scott
trudging to the South Pole.
After several kilometres, we arrived
at a crossroads on the loipe (track)
and skied into the trees, where we
escaped theworst of the icy blast.With

the wind now behindme, I soon began
to zoom along and caughtmyself smiling
at the quiet beauty of the scenery.

Trails on your doorstep
I was in Norway, staying at the Venabu
Fjellhotell on the edge of the Rondane
National Park, about 80km north of
Lillehammer (home to the 1994Winter
Olympics). The traditional, family-run hotel
welcomes guests from all over Europe,
enticed by its top-notch guides and 140km
of loipe, set in a dramaticmix of flat and
hilly terrain, that starts right outside the
door. There’s more than enough variety to
keep skiers from beginner to expert busy
for a week and, as the trails crisscross each
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Sheila (left) enjoys a quick photo stop
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other, your safari can be short
(7km) or long (35km), depending
on theweather. Over the years,
I’ve done a fair bit of cross-
country skiing. I love that it’s
such a good cardiovascular
workout that uses your whole
body, and it’s great for your
back and stomachmuscles.
I also revel in being in the
wilderness – but one that’s
well signposted! However, as
I hadn’t hit the trails for a few
years, I’d spent the first two
days of this trip on shorter
safaris, brushing up onmy
techniquewith Richard, an
American instructor, and the
hotel’s other guide.
Likemany sports, the secret
is tomaximise your speedwithminimum
energy. So for cross-country skiing, poles and
arms should be at 90o from your body to help
you glide along the track as effortlessly as
possible. ‘Your head is your pilot, your core is
your engine,’ explained Richard. ‘When you
pull one leg back, your nose, knee and foot
should be alignedwhile
you twist your hip a tad.
Your arm goes back for
balance. The other leg
and arm go forward to
create a long, elegant
line and a graceful,
gliding rhythm. Your
stride should be no
more than 2ft.’ Sound simple? I’m still trying
to perfect it!
I also worked on controllingmy downhill
speed. Unlike Alpine skis, skinny skis have no
edges, so if youwant to brake, you either do
a half or full snowplough.With the half one,
you keep your right ski in the track and the left
on the slope (you always ski on the right) in
a partial snowplough.With the full one, you
come out of the tracks onto the slope in a
proper snowplough.
Going uphill is all aboutmoving forward
without sliding back. You can either try
‘bopping’ or doing herringbone steps.
Bopping is when you stay in the tracks

andmake small steps while pressing your skis
down hard for grip.With herringbone, you
come out of the tracks and point your skis’ tips
outwards, making a ‘V’ shape up the hill. Richard
gaveme a great tip: looking up and aheadwill
stop you slipping back.
Onmy last day, Iwanted to putmy spruced-

up technique to good use
– andRobert’s safari proved
the perfect testing ground.
As he led us up hill and
down dalen (valley), I
glided along the tracks,
bopped and herringboned
up hills andwhoopedwith
excitement as I raced

down scary descents using snowploughs for
control. We finally neared the Rondane, where
the tracks levelled out, andwere rewardedwith
breathtaking views of its snow-capped peaks.
Soonwewere tucking into a well-earned buffet
lunch, luxuriating in a post-exercise high.

Headwater (01606 720199; headwater.
com) offers cross-country ski holidays in
Venabu, Norway, from £1,159 per person.
The price includes seven nights’ full board,
return flights frommost UK airports to
Oslo, transfers, ski hire, guiding and
tuition. For more information on
Norway, see visitnorway.co.uk.

Go
withou
‘bop
Bopp

Sheila concentrates on perfectingher technique in the loipe (tracks)

Which way now? The choice of tracks

is huge, so you won’t get bored

It’s a good
cardiovascular

workout that uses
your whole body

Get fit for cross-
country skiing
Cross-country skiing uses everymuscle
group, and requiresmuscular strength,
endurance and flexibility, so the key is
to build up your strength, stamina and
balancing skills and improve your
flexibility. There’s no age barrier to
learning, but some level of fitness is
ideal, even if you’re a beginner. It’s

best to start training two to threemonths
before you go skiing. Nordic walking is one
of the best ways to build up your fitness and
stamina, toning your arms and shoulder
muscles, plus helping you co-ordinate your
arms and legs and practise with poles. Do
this twice a week and include interval training
(going fast and slow up and down hills) to
build up your speed and strength. You can
also swim or do an aqua class and alternate
this with interval training on the cross-trainer
or rowingmachine at the gym.
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CHEF’S
TIP

For an a
uthentic

lunch, ser
ve with

toasted o
r grilled

Arab-styl
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flatbread
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QUICK TIP Preserved lemons are a storecupboard essential for Moroccan dishes. Simply
soak one lemon in a jar with one part salt to one part water for two months.

Embark on a culinary adventure by trying your hand
at these Moroccan dishes, full of spice and flavour
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A
Month in Marrakesh; recipes from the heart
of Morocco, by Andy Harris (Hardie Grant,
£16.99), is both a travel guide and a cookery
book. Having spent 10 summers exploring
the colourful foodmarkets and souks of

Marrakesh, Harris, the editor of Jamie Oliver’s magazine,
Jamie, is something of an expert when it comes to this
vibrant cuisine.
During his travels, Harris has picked up the secrets to
creating sumptuous Moroccan dishes, and built up a
collection of authentic earthenware tagines from his
favourite shops and stalls in the souks – a tagine is a
traditional north African Berber dish named after the
special earthenware pot in which it’s cooked.
This book covers everything from breakfasts through to
desserts, with the obligatory chapter on tagines – although
he does include refreshingly unusual recipes, including Fish
and Fennel Tagine and Baby Octopus and Green Olive
Tagine. These pots of food are traditionally placed in the

middle of the table for everyone to share, so make a
fantastic dinner party idea. Imagine your friends’
appreciative grins as they tuck into the steaming food.
The book is punctuated with mouth-watering imagery
from talented food and lifestyle photographer David Loftus.
With every turn of the page, you’re taken on a tour of Harris’
foody haunts. With evocative images of market life, you
can almost smell the freshly brewedmint tea, taste the
cinnamon and cumin and hear the hubbub.
A Street Foods section includes offerings such as Stuffed
Potato Croquettes, Fish Kefta, Spicy Squid with Harissa
Yoghurt and Lamb Brochettes. There’s also a handy glossary
of essential herbs and spices that Harris uses in abundance.
Moroccan cooking, with its African andMediterranean,
inspiration is very healthy –most recipes contain a protein
source such as chicken, lamb or fish with lots of vegetables,
plus a host of health-promoting herbs and spices. Couscous,
pulses and lentils are used to bulk up dishes or provide a
nutritious carbohydrate accompaniment to rich recipes.

Moroccan tuna Niçoise with
roasted tomatoes

Serves: 4
Cooking time: 45 minutes
Per serving: 464 calories, 26g protein, 35g fat (6g saturated
fat),11g carbohydrates, 10g sugar, 7g fibre, 0.9g salt

8 ripe tomatoes
8 garlic cloves, crushed
2 tbsp capers, drained
¼ tbsp ras el hanout (Moroccan spice blend)
2 tbsp flat-leaf parsley, roughly chopped
3 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
250g green beans, trimmed and blanched
250g canned tuna, drained
3 boiled eggs, halved, peeled and thinly sliced
100g mixed olives, drained then crushed

Dressing
2 small red onions, finely sliced
Juice of 1 lemon
6 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
2 tbsp flat-leaf parsley, finely chopped
Sea salt
Freshly ground black pepper

1
Pre-heat the oven to 180oC/gas mark 4. Cut four tomatoes
in half and the rest into quarters, and place in a roasting

tin. Add the garlic, capers, ras el hanout, parsley and oil. Season.

2
Combine well then roast for 40 minutes, until the
tomatoes are cooked. Remove from the oven and cool.

3
Meanwhile, combine all the dressing ingredients in a bowl
and season with salt and pepper.

4
To assemble, place the tomatoes on a platter, add the
beans, flaked tuna, boiled eggs and olives. Drizzle over the

dressing and serve with flatbread.

Moroccan
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Grated beetroot &
carrot salad

Serves: 4
Per serving: 121 calories, 0.6g protein,11g
fat (1.5g saturated fat), 5g carbohydrates,
4.5g sugar, 1.7g fibre, 0.6g salt

1 large carrot
1 large beetroot
1 tsp ground ginger
2 tbsp pomegranate juice
2 tbsp cider vinegar
4 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

1
Peel and grate the carrot and beetroot.

2
Combine in a bowl with the ground
ginger, pomegranate juice, cider

vinegar and olive oil.

3
Season generously with sea salt and
black pepper and transfer into a

serving bowl.

CHEF’S
TIP

Antioxida
nt-rich

pomegra
nate

juice give
s this

dish a ref
reshing

fruity twi
st
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ANDY’S GUIDE TO
MOROCCAN SPICES

Ras el Hanout: every cook has their own version
of this legendary spice mix for tagines, which has
20-30 ingredients, including cardamom, cumin, clove,
cinnamon, coriander, nutmeg, rosebuds and fennel.
Ras el hanout means ‘head of the shop’ in Arabic, and
implies the best spices available.

Saffron: called zafrane in Morocco, saffron is one
of the world’s most expensive spices. Described as
having a bitter, honey-like taste, the delicate strands from
the crocus flower are used in meat-based tagines.

Vanilla salt: an interesting mix that’s sprinkled liberally
on fresh fruit salads, sweet pastries and soups.

Mint: fresh and dried mint leaves form the centre of
the daily tea ritual in Morocco. Dried mint and spearmint
also flavour Smen butter, used as a rub for lamb.

Spicy grilled vegetables
with chickpea salad
Serves: 4
Per serving: 470 calories, 13g protein, 23g
fat (3.5g saturated fat), 52g carbohydrates,
23g sugar, 12g fibre, 0.8g salt

1 tbsp clear runny honey, warmed
1 tbsp harissa
4 baby aubergines, sliced lengthways
2 green peppers, deseeded and sliced
2 red peppers, deseeded and sliced
2 red onions, sliced
2 ripe tomatoes, sliced
3 courgettes, thinly sliced
2 tbsp olive oil, plus extra for basting
2 pieces Arab-style flatbread

Chickpeas
400g tinned chickpeas, drained
½ tbsp paprika
1 onion, thinly sliced
2 tbsp flat-leaf parsley, finely chopped

½ tbsp ground cumin
5 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
Juice of 1 lemon
Sea salt and black pepper
Salad leaves to serve

1
To make the salad, put the chickpeas in
a bowl and roughly mash with a fork.

Add the remaining ingredients, season with
salt and pepper and set aside.

2
Combine the honey and harissa in
a small bowl.

3
Next, griddle all the vegetables on a
barbecue or cast iron griddle pan over

a medium heat, basting with olive oil and
turning occasionally, for about 10 minutes or
until tender and cooked. Season with salt and
pepper while cooking.

4
During the last five minutes of cooking
the vegetables, baste the aubergines

with the harissa-honey mix, and cook for
about three minutes longer than the other
vegetables, or until they begin to blacken
and soften.

5
Split open the flatbreads using a sharp
knife and lightly toast.

6
To assemble, place the vegetables and
chickpea salad on the toasted flatbread

with some salad leaves.

Recipes taken from A Month in Marrakesh by Andy Harris (Hardie Grant, £16.99).

CHEF’S
TIP

If you fin
d

harissa to
o hot,

use half t
he

quantity
and add

extra cum
in
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WORKOUT
HANDBOOK
LET’S GET
MOVING
Approximately 5.3 million people die
from a lack of exercise each year,
reveals new research. That’s
even more than the 5.1 million
who die from smoking every
year. The Department of
Health says that adults
should get at least 150
active minutes of
exercise a week. Are
you getting yours?

18 PAGES OF EXPERT ADVICE, INSTRUCTION AND TOP TIPS

102 TARGET ZONE
WORKOUT
Get long, lean legs

104 FESTIVE FITNESS
Try our workout to get
little black dress ready

110 SUCCESS STORY
‘I lost weight and got in
shape after a break-up’

111 KIT TEST
Activity video recorders

112 FIT KNOWLEDGE
Avoid the sofa and stay fit
over winter with these tips

114 MATT ROBERTS’
MASTERCLASS
Toning medicine ball moves

115 MOVE OF THE MONTH
Firming thigh stretch

116 RUNNING EXPERT
Boost your running power
with single-leg exercises

121 MY WORKOUT
Pro triathlete Lucy Gossage

What’s stopping you being more active? Read our article ‘No More Excuses!’ online at tinyurl.com/Hfnoexcuses
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4 MOVES FOR
SEXY LEGS

1. BODY WEIGHT
SQUAT WITH
KNEE PRESS OUT

REPS: 20
BENEFITS: This exercise targets
your quadriceps, as well as
activating your core. The band
will also strengthen your outer
thighs as you have to push against
it when squatting to stop your
knees from dropping in.

KNEES
Your knees should stay
over the centre of your
feet as you squat. Don’t
let them track forward
– you’ll hurt your knees!

Build lean muscle
and burn extra
fat with this leg-
toning workout

When it comes to confidently slipping into
your skinny jeans or little black dress, being
proud of your legs is a must. Having toned,
strong legs not only makes you feel great, it
also vastly improves your fitness and sports
performance.Whether you’re looking for long
and lean, or strong and athletic legs, these
exercises will help you achieve just that, while
also helping to tone other troublesome areas,
such as your bottom and stomach.

HOW TO DO IT
● Step into amini resistance band
(available from Bodyism, £12; storeuk.
bodyism.com) and position it just above
your knees (a).
● Stand as tall as you can with your feet
shoulder-width apart and hold your arms
straight out in front of your body at
shoulder level.
● With your abs tight, lower your body as
far as you can by pushing your hips back
and bending your knees (b).
● As you squat, focus on pushing your
knees outward, pause for a few seconds,
then slowly push yourself back to the
start position.

Do all themoves in order,completing all the repsand sets before moving ontothe next move. Do threeworkouts a week, but noton consecutive days,for best results.

BACK
Your back should
stay as upright
as possible. Don’t
let your lower
back round.

ARMS
Keep your arms in the
same position from start
to finish. If you want to
advance the move, place
them over your head.

THIGHS
Squat until the tops
of your thighs are
parallel to the floor.

FEET
Keep your weight
on your heels, not
your toes, for the
entire movement.

a

b

MUST-DOMOVE
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4. FLEX-FOOT
TENDUE
REPS: 10 each leg
BENEFITS: As well as testing your
balance, this move will strengthen and
target all your leg muscles, including

your calves, glutes and hamstrings.
● Tie a resistance band just above your
ankles, and stand with your feet together
and your hands on your hips, fingers
pointing inwards.
● Extend your right leg in front of you with
your foot flexed (a), then bring it to the right
(b), and then finally, behind you.

2. DEPTH JUMP
REPS: 10
BENEFITS: This move will increase
your dynamic power, while working
all your major lower body muscles,
including your thighs and glutes. It
will also get your heart rate racing,
which helps to burn fat.

● Stand on a Step with your feet together (a).
● Step off with your right foot first. Then,
as soon as your left foot touches the floor (b),
immediately jump up as high as possible (c).
● Step backwards up onto the Step, then
repeat, this time leading with your left foot.
That’s one rep.

3. OFFSET
DUMBBELL LUNGE
REPS: 8 on each leg
BENEFITS: Holding a weight on just one
side of your body makes your core work
harder to keep your body stable. This move
also improves your balance, while working
your body from head to toe.
● Hold a dumbbell in your right hand next to your
shoulder, with your arm bent (a).
● Step forward with your left leg and lower your
body until your left knee is bent to at least 90o

and your right knee nearly touches the floor (b).
● Push yourself back to the start position.
● Perform eight reps on your left leg, then repeat
with your right leg, holding the weight in your
left hand.
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STRETCH IT OUT!

a

a

b

b

QUAD STRETCH
Hold for 20 seconds on each leg
BENEFITS: This stretch is a greatway to
keep your thighmuscles in goodworking
condition. Not onlywill it increase your
flexibility and stop yourmuscles bulking up,
it’ll also stretch out tight hip flexors, helping
stave off back pain.

● Lie on your sidewith one hand supporting your
head, then bend your upper leg and grab your
anklewith your free hand.
● Stretch your leg by pulling your foot towards
your buttock and pushing your hip forward.
● You’ll feel the stretch in the front of your thigh.

c

a b

a b

H&F TIPLifting heavierweights for less repsburns around twiceas many calories asdoing 15 reps with alighter weight.

a b
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Get little-
black-dress
gorgeous

The festive season is around the
corner, but if you follow our
simple, effective workout, you’ll
be in perfect shape to party

W
ant to dazzle your way through
those Christmas and New Year
parties? This last-minute workout
designed exclusively for H&F by
trainer Simone Cavalletti, from

celebrity gym Equinox South Beach (equinox.
com) in Miami, will help shape and strengthen you
in time for the festive season. ‘These spot-toning
exercises are guaranteed to make you feel firmer
and body confident in time for Christmas,’ says
Cavalletti. ‘Doing supersets – exercises performed
back-to-back without rest – makes this a faster-
paced workout that will save you time while putting
your muscles under the same level of stress, for
great results. Whether you want to tone your legs,
sculpt your arms or slim your waist and hips, this
plan has it covered. ‘Do the whole workout four
times a week or, if you’re short on time, do the
moves designed for your particular problem area.’

US super-gym Equinox is now open in London.
The stars’ favourite members-only club is
jam-packed with cutting-edge equipment,
offering personal training and innovative group
fitness classes, including Shockwave, a class
developedbyWorld Champion rower JoshCrosby.
There’s also a spa and lounge, and a green
initiative provides the club with purified air,
ultra-filtered water and eco-friendly towels.

THE SUPER GYM
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THE WORKOUT
Do the specified number of repetitions for each exercise, in order, to
form a superset. For best results, lift the heaviest weight you can
manage – you won’t bulk up, as women have 15 to 20 times less
testosterone than men. Strength training helps boost your metabolism,
which burns fat and makes your body look firmer and tighter. Repeat
each superset three times, resting for a minute between each one.

WARM-UP
Warm up with a slow, five-minute row, power walk or cycle.
Starting at your ankles and moving up your body, spend a
further five minutes mobilising your joints by rotating your waist,
swinging your legs, circling your arms and feet and shrugging
your shoulders. To prevent injuries, spend more time on the areas
that take longer to loosen up.

1) FOR SLEEK, SHAPELY ARMS

A. TRICEPS DIPS

Reps: 12
Sit on the edge of a bench or

chair, with your hands next to or
slightly under your hips and your
legs straight out in front of you.
Lift up onto your hands and

bring your hips forward (a).
Bend your elbows (no lower than

90o) and lower your hips, keeping
them very close to the chair. Keep
your shoulders down (b).
Push back up, straightening your

arms without locking your elbows.

B. TRICEPS EXTENSION

Reps: 8
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart

and hold a dumbbell in both hands. Lift your
arms above your head (a).
Lower the dumbbell behind your head in a

controlled manner, keeping your upper arms
vertical, elbows close to your head and
pointing up to the ceiling (b).
Extend your arms back up towards the

ceiling until they’re straight.

a

a

b

b
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2) FOR SEXY SHOULDERS AND ARMS

3) FOR A NIPPED-IN WAIST

A. KNEELING PRESS-UPS

Reps: 8
Start on your knees with hands flat

on the floor, slightly wider than
shoulder-width apart (a).
Lower your body until your upper

arms are parallel to the floor, keeping
your bottom down and back flat (b),
then slowly push back up to extend
your arms.

A. OBLIQUE SIT-UPS

Reps: 6 each side
Lie on your back, hands behind your

head. Raise your legs and bend your
knees to 90o , thighs vertical, and cross
your legs at the ankles (a).
Lift your upper body off the ground

and twist your torso, turning your right
elbow across your body to touch your
left knee (b).
Return to the start position and

repeat on the other side.

B. THE PLANK

Reps: 30 seconds
Lie down and place your forearms

on the floor with your elbows under
your shoulders.
Lift your knees and hips off the

floor, drawing your stomach in and
keeping your back flat (a).

B. ALTERNATE
SIDE BENDS

Reps: 10 each side
Stand with your feet shoulder-

width apart and arms relaxed by
your sides, holding a dumbbell in
each hand (a).
Keeping your abs tight, lower your

upper body to your right very slowly,
bending at the waist and keeping
your core engaged (b). Return to
standing and repeat to the left (c).

a

a

a

a

b

b

b c
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➤

4) FOR A PERT
BOTTOM
A. SQUATS

Reps: 12
Standing with your feet

shoulder-width apart (a),
gradually sit into the squat
until your knees are just over
your ankles, as if you’re sitting
in a chair.
Keep your weight on your

heels and centre of your foot
(not the ball of the foot) and
keep your chest up to maintain
a straight back (b). Push through
your heels to stand back up.

B. FLOOR LEG KICKS

Reps: 8 each leg
Kneel on all fours, with your

hands under your shoulders and
knees under your hips.
Keeping your right knee on

the floor for support, bend your
left leg and kick it up (a) until the
sole of your foot and thigh are
parallel to the ceiling (b).
Lower with control back to

join the supporting leg and
repeat before swapping sides.

a b

Want
to work your

bottom when on the

bus? Squeeze your

buttocks together, hold

for three and release.

Repeat at least 12
times, but the more

the better!

a b
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A. REVERSE FLY

Reps: 12
Sit on a chair holding a

dumbbell in each hand and lean
forwards, arms hanging down,
with the weights in front of
your shins (a).
Keeping your back straight and

abs engaged, lift your arms out
to the sides, to shoulder level,
squeezing your shoulder blades
together (b).
Lower and repeat.

6) FOR A SEXY BACK

B. FLOOR ‘Y’ RAISE

Reps: 12
Lie face-down on the floor, arms straight and

above shoulder height, so they form a ‘Y’.
Your palms should face inwards, with
thumbs pointing up to the ceiling (a).
Raise your arms and chest as

high as is comfortable (b).
Hold for two counts,
then lower.

a b

a b

A. SIDE LEG KICKS

Reps: 20 each side
Lie on your right side with knees bent, bottom tucked

in and stomach pulled in tight.
Support your head with your right arm, left arm in

front of you on the ground for support. Lengthen your
left leg (a), and raise it into the air (b). Hold for a breath,
then return to the start.

B. LEG ‘V’S

Reps: 20
Lie on your back

with arms by your
sides, hands under
your bottom and
legs straight.
Raise your legs to

a 45° angle, keeping
them straight and
together (a), then
open your legs into a
‘V’ – but not too wide
– keeping both hips
on the floor and your
core engaged (b). Use
your inner thighs and
core to bring your legs
back together.

5) FOR PERFECT PINS

a

a

b b
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HOW TO ENTER
To enter this fantastic competition and
be in with a chance to create your
exclusive dress, simply visit competitions.
healthandfitnessonline.co.uk and answer
the following question:

When did Gorgeous Couture launch?
A) 2000
B) 2002
C) 2004

The closing date is November 28, 2012*.

A s every girl knows, a LBD is a
wardrobe essential for the party
season. Finding your ideal dress is

the ultimate challenge, but once you do,
you know you’ll have the confidence and
attitude to rock any party. To help you
find your perfect little number this season,
we’ve teamed up with Gorgeous Couture
to give four lucky readers the chance to
win a bespoke dress worth £400!
With an unrivalled made-to-measure
service, Gorgeous Couture can help you
create your ultimate party look in your
favourite classic or seasonal hue – and
all to your exact measurements.
With your sexy LBD body, there’s no
better way to show off every inch of your
new slender self than with a perfectly
fitted Gorgeous Couture dress! You’ll be
involved in every part of the process, from
fabric selection to fitting and final styling,
ensuring you’ll have the dress of your
dreams for the festive season and beyond.

WIN A CUSTOM-MADE
cocktail dress Look stunning this Christmas

with a one-of-a-kind dress
designed exclusively for you
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You could
be the proud

owner of a little
black dress

like this
soon!
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Francesca Charlton, 36, dropped three dress sizes
and began training for a triathlon after her divorce

Name: Francesca Charlton
Age: 36
Weight before: 11st 7lb (size 14)
Weight now: 8st 9lb (size 8)
Height: 5’6” (1m 67cm)

Relationship rut
‘I was big throughout most of my married life
but, as the relationship fell apart, I realised I
didn’t want to be that person anymore. My
mum had even commented on my “big arse”
and my confidence was at an all-time low. I’d
always enjoyed swimming and was a keen
snowboarder, but I’d never had an exercise
routine. After a painful divorce, I could’ve
easily wallowed in self pity, but instead I
headed to the gym. I wanted to get myself
in shape, so I’d put myself through punishing
cardio sessions. I quickly got fed up with
this as I didn’t get the results I wanted, so
I decided to hire a personal trainer. I soon
found out that everything I thought I knew
about exercise was wrong.’

Learning curve
‘My personal trainer introduced me to weight
training and addressed my diet. I was stuck in

Success story

TAKE PART Inspire others by sending your fitness stories, training advice and event pictures

to us at hf_letters@dennis.co.uk or talk to us and other readers at facebook.com/HandFMagazine.
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Serena Spiteri, 28, (right) from
Lancashire, took part in the NHS
FunTri in Bolton this year.
‘I was part of a teamwith my
colleague Amy and boss Nigel.
I did the swim part of the race,
so I went for a few swims
before the event. Looking back,
I wish I’d trainedmore, but I’m
so glad I took part. It has ignited

a flame for exercise that I’d lost
for a long time. The atmosphere
on the day was great and really
supportive. Everyone was
buzzing with excitement and
nerves beforehand. It was really
well organised and somuch fun!
Now I’ve started training with a
group of friends to do a 10K run.
I’ve got the bug!’

‘I lost weight and shaped
up after a break-up.’

a rut of skipping breakfast and snacking on
low-fat crisps and sweet foods. In my job as a
teacher, the structure of mealtimes was there
but I was making poor food choices. I began
eating four meals a day, making sure I ate
enough carbohydrates at breakfast time, with
a protein shake as a meal mid-morning and
after exercise too. I used Maxitone Definity
shakes (maxitone.com) to give memore
muscle tone and snacked on a Sculptress
Diet Bar in the afternoons if I was peckish.’

Big improvement
‘I quickly saw results and my fitness and
strength improved significantly. Slimming
down was a great side effect of getting fit,
and I managed to lose nearly three stone.
Having always enjoyed swimming, I decided
to set myself a goal to do a triathlon. I
enjoyed it so much that I’m now addicted
to competing. I’ve signed up to loads of
swimming events. I train between five and
six times a week and change the regime every
six weeks. I don’t eat processed foods – I eat
a lot of eggs and oats to keep my energy
levels up. I was delighted to be nominated for
the Inspiration Award at the Maxitone* Body
Ambition Awards this year. It made me realise
how far I’d come in my journey.’
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DID YOU KNOW?
85% of women agree wearing
a sports bra helps enhance
their enjoyment of exercise.**

Serenawins the
ActiveMulti
Sports Support
bra, worth £30.

Each month a reader tells us about
an event she’s competed in…
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HD ADVENTURE
Capture all your fitness exploits with
these sport-friendly video cameras

CAMCORDERS

1. GE DV1
GREAT FOR... value for money
£59; direct.asda.com
The mobile-phone-sized DV1 is excellent
value and fits in your pocket as you
head out and about. It’ll withstand being
dropped from a height of 1.5m and is
dustproof and waterproof up to 5m.
This HD camera has an internal zoom,
automatically focuses on faces and has
an anti-shake device to help give you
sharper images. A good first video camera
with battery life that lets you shoot around
half an hour of video, and you can take
photos on it, too. The images may not be
quite as sharp as some of the more
expensive cameras though.

2. JVC GC-XA1
ADIXXION
GREAT FOR... instant playback
£299.99; amazon.co.uk
The JVC camcorder has a 1.5” LCD screen
so you can view your videos immediately,
as well as a WiFi tool which allows you to
stream and upload your footage live through
a smartphone, PC or tablet. It has a small
zoom and a wide lens. It’s dustproof,
waterproof to 5m, shockproof from 2m and
even ‘freezeproof’. It also comes with
accessories so you can mount it on goggles
or equipment.

3. KODAK
PLAYSPORT ZX5
GREAT FOR... easy editing
From £75; amazon.co.uk
Impressively, this HD camera
allows you to edit your footage on
its built-in screen, without the need
for a computer. You can also take
photos with handy face recognition
and auto-focus features. Then
connect it to a computer and use the
software for even more cool effects
and filters. It’s waterproof to 3m,
shockproof from 1.5m and dustproof,
and comes in several funky colours.

5. ION AIR PRO WIFI
GREAT FOR... active holidays
£299; iontheaction.co.uk
This HD camera is great for filming on the go,
and you can take photos on it as well. It
comes with accessories so you can mount it
to most types of helmets, surf boards, boogie
boards and bikes. It weighs in at a barely
noticeable 130g and is waterproof up to
depths of 10m. The WiFi feature links to your
phone, allowing you to seamlessly and
instantly transfer videos to the internet –
great for YouTube and Facebook users!

4. PENTAX OPTIO
WG-1 GPS
GREAT FOR... extreme conditions
From £156.80; amazon.co.uk
A tough all-rounder with a wide-angle
lens and zoom. It’s waterproof to 10m,
shockproof from 1.5m, cold-proof to -10°C
and crushproof to 100kg. It records at HD
standard, and you can take close-up shots
of nature in the clever macro mode. We love
the built-in GPS tool, which allows you to
tag your location, plus the extra-wide 2.7”
LCD screen.
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STAY MOTIVATED
THIS WINTER
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Your training doesn’t have to suffer when it’s cold and
dark outside. Here’s how to avoid the lure of the sofa

1BE AN EARLY BIRD
‘In winter, it’s tempting to stay

in bed until the last minute before
heading outside for a fresh-air workout,
particularly when it’s dark and frosty,’
says Janey Holliday, director of
women’s outdoor and online fitness
brand Fit For a Princess (fitforaprincess.
co.uk). However, it’s actually much
harder to motivate yourself to train at
the end of the day. ‘Get into bed early,
grab a good night’s sleep (sleep experts
say one hour’s sleep before midnight
is worth two hours’ after) and get your
workout done first thing. This means
you won’t waste the day dreading your
evening workout, plus you’ll kick-start
your metabolism and burn more
calories as a result.’

2BE PREPARED
Get all your kit ready in advance,

so you have less opportunity to talk
yourself out of exercising. ‘This is
especially true if you work out in the
morning’, says Holliday. Pack your gym
bag the night before or put workout
gear on a radiator overnight so it’s nice
and toasty when you get dressed. Don’t
forget to include a few snacks either,
such as a piece of fruit or small packet
of almonds, along with a small flask of
hot water and lemon to warm you up.
Layer your clothing, wearing sweat-
wicking base layers to keep warm and
dry, and don’t forget to take a hat and
gloves. A neckwarmer/snood is better
than a scarf, as it won’t flap around as
you’re running.

3MIX THINGS UP
Variety will help you stay

motivated, especially in the winter
when you can get bored with looking
at the gym walls, day in, day out. Mix
things up with FlipGym (flip-gym.co.uk),
which contains two, pocket-sized
workouts on a single sheet of card,
so as soon as you get into the gym,
you know what you’re doing that day.
‘Each FlipGym card takes about 20-30
minutes, so you can do a fast and
effective workout whether at home, in
the gym or at the park,’ says the creator
of the system, Peter Swaile. Simply do
the workout then, when you’re ready
for a change, flip your card over, learn
the new exercises, improve your best,
and then progress onto the next level
of difficulty.’ You could also use this
principle and laminate your favourite
H&Fworkouts.

4LOAD UP YOUR IPOD
Try changing your music. ‘Making

a new mix of songs can motivate you
and remind you why you’re working
out,’ says Anna Reich, Simple Skincare’s
fitness expert (simple.co.uk). She
suggests putting together a Christmas
playlist to keep your mind focused
on that little black dress. Need some
inspiration? Log on to soundtracktoyour.
com for new and exciting playlists. The
site allows you to look at other people’s
playlists as well as celebrities’ favourite
tunes for inspiration. You can also view
the constantly changing top 10 best
tracks to exercise to.
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Prepare awarming soupor curry so youhave it to ready toeat soon after aworkout in
the cold.

5STAY INSIDE
‘You may be more motivated to

get your workout done if you know it
doesn’t involve a run in the dark or in
the cold,’ says Kesh Patel, research and
development manager at Premier
Training (premierglobal.co.uk). ‘Why
not head to your local leisure centre
and enjoy a group exercise class, or
maybe a swim? If you’re feeling
competitive, you could try badminton,
squash or table tennis. You could also
gather up your favourite workout DVDs
and keep them within arm’s reach, so
you’ll have no excuse to skip a session.’

6FIND A BUDDY
‘Choose a friend who’s equally

eager to work out and buddy with
them,’ says personal trainer Craig
Fraser (cavecraig.co.uk). Even if you
don’t feel like working out, send them
a text saying, ‘We have to workout
tonight, no excuses!’, and make sure
you both stick to it. ‘Also, set each
other goals that will take three to four
months to complete, so you’ll be lean,
fast and strong in time for spring.’
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T
he medicine ball (a weighted ball
that looks a bit like a basketball) is
an old-school piece of equipment
that’s making a big return to

gym-based fitness training. The balls range
in size and weight so you can use them
for a variety of training goals. If you’re
training for fat loss, a medicine ball may be
the only piece of equipment you need.
Medicine balls are great for fast fat-loss
workouts because you can move through
exercises really quickly, keeping your heart
rate up. They’re also great for boosting your
power because the weight is light enough not
to hamper the speed of your movement.
The exercises you do with a medicine
ball are multi-joint compound exercises
that work your whole body, so are a better
choice than using machines in the gym,
which concentrate on one small group
of muscles at a time. You’ll get more
from your workout in a shorter space of
time, and use movements that are more
like those we use in everyday life.
Here are four of my favourite
medicine-ball exercises.

1. MEDICINE BALL SMASH
WHY DO IT?: It lifts your heart
rate and increases power.
HOW TO DO IT: Holding the ball above
your head in both hands, throw the ball
down to the ground just in front of you
or against a sturdy wall above your head,
then catch it again. Repeat several times.

2. SQUAT-TO-PRESS
WHY DO IT?: It fires up your metabolism.
HOW TO DO IT: Stand with feet hip-width
apart, holding the medicine ball in both
hands at chest height. Squat down, bending
at your knees and hips, keeping your weight

Try these medicine ball
exercises and watch
your physique tone up

Matt Roberts is the UK’s leading celebrity personal
trainer, with clients including David Cameron and
Mel C. To find out more, go to mattroberts.co.uk.

WEIGHT-
LOSS
WONDER

back in your heels. As you stand up, press
the medicine ball above your head, then
lower it to your chest before repeating.

3. SINGLE-ARM SWING
WHY DO IT?: It lifts your heart
rate and works your legs.
HOW TO DO IT: Hold a medicine ball
with handles (or a kettlebell) in one hand
straight down in front of you, with your feet
slightly wider than shoulder-width apart.
Keeping your back straight, eyes looking
forward, bend at your hips and knees,
swinging the ball back between your legs
before flicking it up by pushing your hips
forward and squeezing your glutes. Keep
your arm straight and bring the medicine
ball up no higher than shoulder level before
returning to the start position under control. PH
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LUNGE AND ROTATIONS
WILL HELP TONE
YOUR TUMMY

4. WALKING LUNGE
AND ROTATION
WHY DO IT?: It challenges your
stability and tones your waist.
HOW TO DO IT: Stand with your legs
slightly apart, holding the medicine ball
at chest height with your arms straight
out in front of your chest. Step forward
with your right leg, bending it to 90o

and keep your back upright. In the lunge
position, rotate your body to the right
(as shown in the picture above), then
back to the centre again. Push up through
your right heel to go back to the start
position, then repeat with the other leg.

Medicine ball programme

1. Medicine ball
smash

2. Medicine ball
squat-to-press

3. Single-arm
medicine ball swing

4. Walking lunge
and rotation

30 seconds’ work,
then 30 seconds’
rest x 4

30 seconds’ work,
then 30 seconds’
rest x 4

30 seconds’ work, then
30 seconds’ rest x 3
on each side

30 seconds’ work,
then 30 seconds’
rest x 3 on each side

Matt Roberts’ masterclass
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BENEFITS
Increases concentration, firms thighs and
boosts flexibility in your lower limbs. It can
also relieve stiff knees, hips and ankle joints.

HOW TO DO IT
• Sit in a relaxed position on the floor
and push your feet firmly together. Make
sure your heels are pulled in as far in as
comfortably possible.
• Stretch your back until you’re sitting
in a tall, erect position.
• Pull against your feet and start to lower
your knees. This tightens the thigh muscles.

• Pull as strongly against your feet as you
can. Lower your knees as far as you can
without feeling discomfort.
• Hold the position for a count of 20.
• Grasp your feet and let your knees rise. Pull
on your feet and lower your knees again.
• When you are ready, let go of your feet.
Extend your legs outwards. Relax.

MAKE IT HARDER
• Keeping your back straight, lean forward
as far as you can without discomfort. This
tones the inner and outer thighs.

MAKE IT EASIER
• Beginners may find it hard to hold the
position for a count of 20, so start off
holding it for a count of five and build
this up as your hips and thighs become
more flexible.

FIRM AND
STRETCH

KNEE AND THIGH
STRETCH (BHADRASANA)

Don’t force
your knees
down. You’ll
increase yourflexibility with
practice.

BACK
Make sure your
back is straight

Increase your flexibility
and tone your thighs
and bottom

KNEES

Lower your knees
as far as possible
without discomfort

CHEST
Breathe deeply
when holding
the position

Instructor: Rachel Okimo @ Funk The Buddha (funkthebuddha.com)

Learn how to stay injury-free during your yoga class, visit tinyurl.com/Hfsafeyoga
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HOW TO
BE A
BETTER
RUNNER
Do these simple, single-leg exercises to
avoid injury and become a stronger runner

T
he best way to improve
your running is to build
strength alongside your
regular runs. Running

on its own just isn’t enough – you need
to include strength training in your
programme, especially the single-
legged variety, says sports coach and
personal trainer to Colin Jackson
Tatum Nelson (tatumnelson.co.uk).
‘When you run, you use one leg at a
time to drive off the ground and propel
yourself forward – so it makes sense
to condition your body this way by
doing single-leg exercises,’ she says.
‘These are perfect for highlighting and
rectifying muscle imbalances, which
can remain undetected in double-leg

exercises where the stronger leg often
does most of the work. It will also
ensure you work the tiny stabilising
muscles in both legs, while creating
equal power, which will lead to a
balanced stride, better endurance
and less chance of injury.’
To become a stronger,
faster, more complete runner,
add these five running-
specific strength-training
exercises to your running
routine. Single-leg work may
seem challenging to start with,
but it’s effective, so stick with it
and you’ll soon reap the rewards.
This could be the component your
training is missing!

Do thesemoves three timesa week to helpstrengthen your legsand iron out muscleimbalances thatcould causeinjury.

SINGLE-LEG
DEAD-LIFT
Targets: Hamstrings, glutes, core
Reps: 15 each leg
Stand with your feet together
and your hands in a diamond
position in front of your thighs.
Lift your right leg slightly (1).
Keeping your back straight
and your left leg slightly bent,
lower your torso forward and
downward while raising your
right leg behind you (2).
Once you feel a stretch or
your hands touch the floor (3),
return to standing by raising
your torso and lowering your
right leg. Swap legs and repeat.1 2 3
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PISTOL SQUAT
Targets: Thighs, glutes, core
Reps: 12 each leg
Balance on your left leg with
your right leg extended forward
as high as possible with a sturdy
chair or bench behind you (1).
Keeping your back straight,
squat slowly so you sit on the
chair, making sure you keep your
right leg well off the floor (2).
Using your leg muscles and
glutes, push through the heel of
your left foot to stand (3).
Complete all the reps on your
left leg before continuing with
the right.

SINGLE-LEG
STEP-UPS
Targets: Glutes, thighs, core,
hip flexors
Reps: 15 each leg
Stand with your legs shoulder-
width apart in front of a step.
Step up with your left foot (1),
then bring the right foot
powerfully up to join it (2 & 3).
Bring your right foot down to
the floor, followed by the left leg.
Continue with this leg for
15 reps, then repeat on your
other leg.

REVERSE LUNGE
Targets: Glutes, thighs, hip flexors
Reps: 15 each leg
Stand with your feet shoulder-
width apart, torso straight and arms
hanging by your sides (1).
Take a large, slow step backwards
with your left foot and lower your
hips so that your right thigh
becomes parallel to the floor (2).
When your left knee is almost
touching the floor, pause, then push
off with your left foot and bring it to
join your right foot (3).
Continue with this leg for 15 reps,
then repeat on the other leg.

SINGLE-LEG CALF RAISES
Targets: Glutes, hamstrings,
calves, core
Reps: 15 each leg
Stand on the edge of a step (place
it near a wall if you need to use the
surface to balance), abs pulled in and
balance on your right leg (1).
Place your left foot behind your
right ankle and stand on the ball of
your foot with your heel hanging
over the edge (2).
Raise your heel a couple of inches
(3), then lower your heel towards
the floor, so you can feel a stretch.
Push back up to your tiptoes.

INGLE LEG
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RUNNING
EXPERT

H&F running expert Sam Murphy
answers your training questions

Q I’ve just run a
10K in 56 minutes.

What time am I likely
to run my upcoming
half marathon in?

AThere are many prediction
charts and formulae out

there, which use an existing race
result to predict your time in a
longer (or shorter) race, taking
into account the fact that the
greater the distance, the slower
your average pace is likely to be.
The closer the distances you use
to compare, the more accurate
the result. For example, using a
5K result to predict a marathon
time isn’t ideal.
To get a half marathon
prediction from your 10K time,

NEW KIT
1) ASICS GEL-KINSEI 4
If you have a neutral gait and
tend to be a heavy heel striker,
then these trainers are for you.
They boast a GEL Cushioning
System in the heel for added
protection and a softer landing,
and also have a wider toe box
than some other shoes, for
added comfort and increased
shoe flexibility. We love the
striking pink and black
colouring too!
£160; asics.co.uk

2) KEEPMESAFE
IPHONE APP
Take the fear out of running
off-road or in the dark, with this
handy app. Nominate two people
to follow your route in real time
in Google Maps, so if anything
should happen to you on your
run, they will know your exact
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location and what time you set
out. You can also alert your
selected tracker if you are in
trouble by pressing the panic
button, so they can send for help.
£9.99 for a year; keepmesafe.co/

3) NIKE RETRO LA84
WOMEN’S JACKET
Be prepared for rain and still look
good with Nike’s new lightweight
waterproof jacket. It has a
pack-away hood and thumbholes
on the sleeves for a fit that stays
in place. There are also three
handy zipped pockets, one at the
chest for your music player and
an extra zip down the front, that
opens up for added ventilation.

2

1

Your time at one distance
gives you an idea how long
you’ll take for a longer race

THE ONE TO RUN
KINGSTON 10K
December 2, 2012
Want to get in one last race
before Xmas? Get down to
Kingston for this fast, 6.2-miler.
The first half of the race is on
tarmac, before going off-road for
a more scenic route. There’s also
an incentive to run faster in this
charity event, thanks to prize
money for the first three runners
and the thought of shopping
in Kingston after the race!
energizedsports.com

multiply your finish time in
minutes by 2.22. (For example,
56 x 2.22 = 124.3 minutes, or two
hours, four minutes, which is a
pace of 9.3 minutes per mile.)
But do bear in mind that these
are just estimates of your current
potential over that distance, not a
guarantee, and the outcome will
depend onmany things, including
your natural propensity for speed
or endurance, the volume and
quality of your training, your
pacing strategy on the day, plus
nutrition and hydration. In my
opinion, the greatest value of
prediction charts is in giving you a
target ‘race pace’ to implement in
your training for this new distance.
And it’s fun to see what youmight
be capable of!
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Love Yourself
5 reasons why every home should have a high quality juicer

UK Juicers is offering Health & Fitness readers
10% OFF ALL Fruit & Vegetable Juicers

Use voucher code HF02 when you place your order online

www.ukjuicers.com

Complete
Nutrition -
Fresh home-made
fruit and vegetable juice is
a living food, brimming with
vitamins, enzymes and minerals
that are often missing from packaged,
pasteurised juice products.

Natural Vitality - People who juice regularly
with their own juicer report that they experience
higher energy levels, suffer fewer illnesses and find
it easier to maintain optimum body weight.

Great Skin - Juicing promotes vibrant health at a cellular
level, helping with the metabolism of every organ in your
body, including the biggest one - your skin!

Healthy Digestion - Freshly
made vegetable and fruit juices

have a soothing and healing effect on
the digestive system, promote the

elimination of toxins and help to fast-track
essential nutrients into the bloodstream.

Vibrant Health - If you’re still not juicing at home
and want to experience the fantastic health benefits it

has to offer, check out the range of specialist household
juicers on offer at www.ukjuicers.com - chosen by the

juicing experts for optimum nutrient extraction
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MY WORKOUT
LUCY GOSSAGE

The cancer doctor and triathlete, 32, tells

us how she juggles part-time research

work with training and competing

■ I did my first triathlon in 2006
to help me get fit when I was working
really hard. I signed up for theMichelob
ULTRA London Triathlon in the same
way people sign up tomarathons. It
was a ‘will I be able to do it?’ thing.
I did it and loved it. Then somebody
told me about ironman and I thought
it sounded ridiculous, got drunk and
said ‘I’ll do it’! A year later I did the
ironman and got hooked.

■ I started working part time
about a year ago so I could fit in
more hard training sessions. I’m doing
research so I can bemore flexible about
when I work. I like the balance between
work and training.

■ Last year was the first year
I raced as a pro. It was terrifying!
I was still working full-time and didn’t
feel I was good enough to be racing
professionally. But if you’re racing
better people, you push yourself and
find out how good you really are.

■ Recently I did my biggest race
ever in Germany at the European
Championships. I was well out of my
comfort zone but I came fifth. I think
it was the best race I’ve ever done.
I won the European Duathlon this
year and I’ve had a few second places
in very big triathlons.

■ I’m best at running, but I like
biking most, because you can go
so far, chat and see amazing scenery
during training. I also do half-
marathons, bike races and longer-
distance races for training. I try to do
a few lower-key races where I might
finish first or second, and thenmix it up

with a few really challenging races
to add to the duress. Touch wood,
I haven’t had any injuries but I do
have a tendency to fall off my bike
more thanmost people!

■ I’ve done better than I thought
I’d do in pretty much everything. Last
year it was my second ironman race in
the pros and I finished third, taking 9:20
to finish. I’d like to do it quicker this year.

■ I eat healthily, but if I want
a bar of chocolate, I’ll have one.
Triathletes train a lot so I need a lot
of calories. I get through vast quantities
of Meridian nut and seed butters, but
they’re a nutritious, calorie-dense
product. I like to have a frozen banana
with cashew nut butter in themorning
before I swim. I usually have amammoth
breakfast after swimming – scrambled
eggs, yoghurt, porridge with nuts and
that kind of thing. Then a snack in the
morning, then lunch, then another snack
in the afternoon, then dinner.

■ The great thing about triathlon
is that anyone can set themselves
a challenge and get that same feeling.
It’s not a race where it’s just about
winning – it’s about trying to achieve
as much as you can.

Olympic-distancetriathlons include a1.5km swim, 40km bikeride and 10km run.Ironman events are a3.9km swim, a 180kmride and amarathon-length run.

Find a triathlon club near you
at britishtriathlon.org.
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Flexible Fitness Retreat
Need some fitness inspiration to kick-start your new year?
Try a luxury bootcamp in the Caribbean with our great offer

Buccament Bay

We’ve got a great offer in one of the
world’s most luxurious bootcamp
resorts so you can get your 2013

body resolutions started in serious style.
Health and Fitness Travel, experts in
tailor-made active and wellness holidays
worldwide, is offering H&F readers a bootcamp
break to the beautiful Buccament Bay on the
stunning Caribbean island of St Vincent. With
an exclusive 40 per cent discount on a Flexible
Fitness Retreat from January 21, 2013, you can

escape the cold winter weather, get fit in the
sunshine and enjoy a five-star, all-inclusive
beach break all in one place – with luxury and
relaxation guaranteed. H&F readers will also
have free connecting flights and a free massage
treatment included in this exclusive offer.
The Buccament Bay Flexible Fitness Retreat
includes up to six fitness activities a day,
daily nutritional observations, a lifestyle
consultation, a flexibility and posture
assessment, two fitness-testing assessments,

two body-composition assessments and a
one-on-one motivational workshop. You’ll
also enjoy use of all the facilities at the resort,
including the beach, two hotel pools and spa.
The exclusive discounted price is £2,695 per
person all-inclusive for seven nights (no single
supplement) including return flights to
Barbados, connecting flights and transfers.
To book, call 0845 544 1936 or visit
healthandfitnesstravel.com, quoting
Health & FitnessMagazine reader offer.
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Want to shape up this
winter? NeuroDrinks
(drinkneuro.co.uk) is
giving you the chance
to win a VIP personal
training session with
renowned celebrity
personal trainer Nicki
Waterman. Nicki
Waterman’s clients
include celebrities such
as Denise Van Outen,
Kelly Brook and
Rachel Hunter.

You’ll also win two months’ supply
of NeuroSun, which contains
vitamin D and just 37 calories, to
help keep your vitamins topped up.
For your chance to win*, simply
go to competitions.healthandfitness
online.co.uk and answer this
question: Howmany
flavours are in the
NeuroDrinks
range?
Closing date:
November
28, 2012.

Get your hands on H&F’sWalk SlimMagbook – a simple six-week plan to help you lose weight,
increase your fitness and tone up – for just £6.96. Visit magbooks.com

Feel good inside and out this winter with this fab
prize from Nutrilite (nutrilite.com), exclusively from
Amway. The vitamins and supplements brand has put
together a package of its most popular supplements
– grown on the brand’s own organic farms – designed
to help you achieve optimum nutrition every day.
This prize includes a daily multivitamin, a calcium and
magnesium supplement, concentrated fruit and
vegetables, omega-3, fibre and garlic tablets, a B
vitamin complex and vitamin C.
To be in with a chance of winning*, answer the
following question: Apart from vitamin C, which
other nutrient helps fight colds? A) Valerian B) Zinc
C) St Johns Wort? To enter, visit competitions.
healthandfitnessonline.co.uk by November 28, 2012.

WIN! A VITAMIN
PACKAGE WORTH
OVER £200!

20% OFF ZAGGORA HOTPANTS!

Let Zaggora help you achieve a
happier, healthier and better you
with its stylish, technology-enhanced
exercise wear. Zaggora’s flagship
HotPants leggings line was designed
to help women maximise the results
of their exercise routine. Its new
upper-body range channels that
same famous energetic style and
revolutionary technology to highlight
the curves you love and flatter the
ones you don’t. Claim your exclusive
20 per cent discount on all products
online at Zaggora.com by using the
codeHOTHEALTH before
December 10, 2012.

WIN A £600 PERSONAL
TRAINING PACKAGE
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“I lost 9 stone and now
Boossh products help
me with my weight”

Adam Strong
(Andrew Lloyd Webber’s,
Any Dream Will Do,
top finalist)

Enjoy an extra part-time or full time income now!
visit www.boossh.com/distributor to find out more
Boossh is not suitable if you are breastfeeding. We recommend you use only 8 weeks after giving birth. Meal replacements provide faster weight loss initially.
All plans are over 800kcal and are a combination of Boossh Paks and healthy foods. We recommend you see your GP before embarking upon any weight loss plan.

Treat yourself to a
new festive
figure
Get Boosshing
so you feel
great this
party season

Call 0800 009 6101
or place your order at www.boossh.com
Enter offer code HF4333 for £10 off!
(before 3pm for a next day delivery - expires 30/12/2012 minimum order £50.00)
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Join the Tommy’s running team
in 2013 and Strike Your Pose
as you pass our cheerstands
…..which pose will you strike?

As part of the Tommy’s team you
will have a fantastic experience

and be helping us to fund research
to prevent miscarriage, premature

birth and stillbirth.

Registered charity number 1060508 and SCO39280

On behalf of all the
babies, thank you for
supporting Tommy’s.

To register your interest and
secure a place in the
• Bupa 10k in May,

• British 10k in July or the
• Royal Parks Half Marathon

in October, please contact Devina
Email: dganas@tommys.org

Phone: 020 7398 3453
Web: www.tommys.org/run
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loving my body

The Sugababe, 29, talks
about personal training and
her favourite ways to relax

We’re talking to...

How often do you work out?
‘I meet with my personal trainer, Michelle Cohen,
three times a week. I’ve been working with Michelle
for about a year now. Before starting Dancing on
Ice, I wanted to get into shape because I knew I’d
have to wear tight lycra on the show. Feeling unfit
and wobbly was the last thing I wanted to worry
about. At 5ft 2, if I put on even a little bit of
weight, it shows. I like working out with a woman
because I feel less self-conscious, plus we have
a good gossip when we get together. Before
training with Michelle, I did classes at the gym.
I can’t motivate myself so I need someone to
tell me what to do. Before my recent holiday
to Ibiza, I tried a couple of Bikram yoga
classes. They were hard but I really noticed
the difference and managed to shift a couple
of extra pounds before my holiday. I have
two pugs, Bettie and Buddie, so I walk them
every day, but they can’t walk far with their
little legs, so it’s not much of a workout.’

Do you ever exercise with
your bandmates?
‘On tour we sometimes do a quick
exercise routine to warm ourselves up,

doing sit-ups and press-ups. On the Dancing
on Ice tour, one of the professional dancers, Dan

Whiston, used to round us up for an eight-minute abs
session before the live shows.’

Were you at your fittest during
Dancing on Ice?
‘Definitely, that was my peak. We trained for two hours
every day with professional dancers. Practising the lifts
over and over meant that I developed muscles I’d never
used before. I think I’ve done pretty well to maintain
my fitness – I’m only a couple of pounds heavier since
finishing the tour.’
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Heidi Range
Is there a body part you focus on in training?
‘My tummy has always been flat, no matter what size I’ve
been, which is a blessing. It’s my arms and legs that I have
to work hard to keep trim. Press-ups are my favourite
exercise because they work the whole of your upper body
plus your core. Since working with Michelle, I’ve toned up
all over and my strength has improved. Michelle combines
cardio and weights so, without realising it, my heart rate’s
up and I’m burning fat, which is great! She has me doing
quite manly exercises, though, such as deadlifts and
pull-ups on the bar, but I’ve got used to them now.’

Does Michelle advise you on diet?
‘Yes, she’s taught me not to be afraid of carbohydrates.
On the days I train in the morning, I have my biggest meal
at lunchtime. This might be brown pasta, brown rice or
quinoa with protein and salad. I don’t eat before I train,
but every morning I have a teaspoon of manuka honey,
for its many healthy benefits and a little extra energy
before I work out.’

How do you relax?
‘I love cooking. One of my favourite things to do is to pick
a recipe I’ve never tried before, get all the ingredients in
and put music on while I cook. Having dinner with friends
or just sitting on the sofa with my pugs and watching a
chick flick is just as relaxing. If I go to a spa, I always get a
pedicure. For me having manicured toenails is like wearing
a great set of underwear; no one can see them, but it just
makes your feel more confident. I like to pamper myself
at home, too. In the morning, I use Elemis Pro Collagen
Marine Cream (£79 for 50ml; timetospa.co.uk) because it
gives my skin a healthy glow. In the evening, I light my
Cowshed candle (£30 for 235g; cowshedonline.com) and
put on my Cowshed Facial Oil (£36 for 30ml).’

Heidi takes part in the
Vodafone JustTextGiving

Race For Life with Christine
Bleakley and Roxanne Pallett
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Heidi’s a big fan of
manuka honey

A relaxing candle
helps Heidi unwind at
the end of the day
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“come on girls…
let’s get

gorgeous
fitand “

gorgeousgorgeous

NEW

sports and body supplements for girls that 
take sport and fitness seriously and want 
to look their very best

available from leading stockists including:

Active Woman Activate®
Get ready to go with an invigorating
pre-exercise shake, packed with protein,
calcium, green tea, vitamin B6 and other 
key ingredients. Choose from stunning 
strawberry & luscious chocolate flavours.

Active Woman Revitalise®
Melanie’s secret pick-me up, a delicious 
orange drink full of vitamins and other 
great ingredients for superior hydration 
during any workout.

Active Woman Refuel®
Feed me! All in one post-workout shakes 
combining natural carbs, calcium, vitamins 
C, B2 & E, creatine and premium protein. 
Choose from stunning strawberry & luscious 
chocolate flavours.

Active Woman Define®
Get ready to stun and leave those pounds 
behind. Kick start your metabolism with this 
powerful capsule formula containing konjac, 
green tea and chromium.

Active Woman Refine®
Rip it up and say goodbye to flab 
forever, with this unique formula 
including CLA, L-carnitine and Yerba 
Mate for a toned physique.Mate for a toned physique.

find out more at:
www.bio-synergy.co.uk

.co.uk
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Available from*Morrisons, Sainsbury’s and Tesco
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